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Abstract 
 
The human foot has been accepted over the years as an important source of afferent input, 
used not only in the recognition of the surrounding environment (e.g. hard and soft surfaces), 
but also in the fine regulation of common daily-live movements (e.g. gait and balance 
control). The performance of these movements is usually accompanied by fluctuations in foot 
skin temperature as well as reciprocal blood flow changes at the foot area. Moreover, both 
variables are likely to be affected by footwear usage. Although these three factors are 
constantly present during the performance of daily live movements, only little and partially 
controversial information regarding the effects of foot skin temperature, blood flow at the foot 
area and footwear on foot sensitivity can be found in the literature. Therefore, the goal of the 
thesis was to investigate the effects of foot skin temperature, blood flow at the foot area and 
footwear on plantar foot vibration sensitivity of healthy young subjects. Three single studies 
were performed in order to investigate each variable separately. The first study investigated 
the influence of foot sole skin temperature on plantar foot sensitivity of 40 healthy subjects. 
Vibration thresholds were measured at 200Hz at a initial baseline temperature and after 
cooling/warming the foot skin 5-6 °C. The second study investigated the influence of short-
time lower leg ischemia on plantar foot vibration sensitivity of 39 young adults. Lower leg 
ischemia was evoked with a pneumatic tourniquet, placed about 10cm above the popliteus 
cavity. Vibration thresholds were measured at 200 Hz in three different cuff pressure 
conditions: baseline (0 mmHg), low (50 mmHg) and high (150 mmHg). Finally, the influence 
of footwear on foot sensitivity was investigated in the third study, using specific Formula 1 
shoes. Twenty-five male subjects participated in the study. Plantar foot vibration thresholds 
were measured at 30 and 200 Hz in five different foot/shoe conditions (barefoot and four 
shoe conditions). In all studies, vibration thresholds were measured at three anatomical 
locations of the plantar foot: heel, first metatarsal head (MET I) and hallux. The main results 
of the three studies show that the analysed variables significantly influence plantar foot 
vibration sensitivity. Data from the first study show that 5-6 °C alterations in foot skin 
temperature significantly influence the foot sensitivity of healthy young adults, whereby skin 
cooling results in reduced foot sensitivity, whereas skin warming improves plantar foot 
vibration sensitivity. The results of the second study indicate that short-time lower leg 
ischemia; especially regarding the high cuff pressure condition (150 mmhg), significantly 
reduces plantar foot sensitivity. Data from the third study show that the footwear effects on 
foot sensitivity are frequency-dependent. While barefoot sensitivity is better than shod 
sensitivity at 30Hz, shod sensitivity is better than barefoot sensitivity when measured at 
200Hz. In conclusion, foot sole skin temperature, blood flow at the foot area and footwear 
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significantly influence the plantar foot vibration sensitivity of healthy young adults. The 
alterations in foot sensitivity caused by these variables have important consequences for 
future clinical as well as movement-related research. Future clinical applications of 
quantitative sensory testing should consider the influence of these three factors during the 
assessment of sensory data, in order to standardize the measurement procedures as well as 
to enhance the quality of the collected data.  Regarding the movement-related research, 
further studies should try to identify the importance of foot sensitivity for the performance of 
different types of movements (including sport-related activities). Additionally, the combined 
effects of movement-related changes in foot skin temperature and blood flow should be 
analysed and integrated in the development process of functional footwear, which is able to 
fulffill the foot sensitivity requirements of different movements.  
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Zusammenfassung 
 
Die Rolle des menschlichen Fußes als wichtiger „Mediator“ sensorischer Reize wird 
zunehmen in der Literatur akzeptiert. Die vom Fuß aufgenommenen afferenten 
Informationen werden im Zentralen Nervensystem integriert und weitergeleitet, um die 
Regulation typischer Bewegungsmuster (z.B. Gang und Gleichgewichtskontrolle) 
mitzusteuern. Während der Durchführung derartiger Bewegungen werden oftmals 
Änderungen der Hauttemperatur oder auch des Blutflusses im Fußbereich provoziert. Diese 
werden wiederum durch das Tragen von Schuhen beeinflusst. Obwohl Hauttemperatur, 
Blutfluss im Fußbereich und Schuhwerk wichtige Faktoren bei der Bewegungsdurchführung 
darstellen, können nur wenige und teilweise konträre Informationen über den Einfluss dieser 
Faktoren auf die Fußsensibilität in der Literatur gefunden werden. Somit hat diese 
Dissertation zum Ziel, den Einfluss der Temperatur der Fußsohle, des Blutflusses am 
Fußbereich sowie des Schuhwerkes auf die Vibrationssensibilität des plantaren Fußes 
gesunder Probanden zu untersuchen. Um den Einfluss der einzelnen Parameter auf die 
Fußsensibilität untersuchen zu können, wurden drei Studien durchgeführt. Die erste Studie 
hatte zum Ziel, den Einfluss der Temperatur der Fußsohle auf die Vibrationssensibilität von 
40 Probanden zu untersuchen. Dabei wurden die Vibrationsschwellen, - mit einer Frequenz 
von 200 Hz -, bei einer Ausgangsmessung sowie nach einer 5-6 °C Abkühlung/Erwärmung 
der Haut der Fußsohle gemessen. In der zweiten Studie wurde der Einfluss einer 
Kurzzeitischämie des Unterschenkels auf die plantare Fußsensibilität von 39 Probanden 
getestet. Die Ischämie im Unterschenkel wurde mit Hilfe eines im Bereich der fossa popliteal 
platzierten pneumatischen Tourniquets hervorgerufen. Die plantaren Vibrationsschwellen 
wurden mit einer Frequenz von 200Hz in drei verschiedenen Druckbedingungen ermittelt: 
Ausgang (0 mmHg), niedrig (50 mmHg) und hoch (150 mmHg). Schließlich beschäftigt sich 
die dritte Studie mit dem Einfluss vom Schuhwerk auf die Fußsensibilität. Fünfundzwanzig 
Probanden haben an der Studie teilgenommen. Die Vibrationsschwellen wurden mit 
Frequenzen von 30 und 200 Hz bei fünf verschiedenen Bedingungen gemessen (eine 
Barfuss- und vier Schuhbedingungen). In allen Studien wurden die Vibrationsschwellen im 
plantaren Fußbereich unter der Ferse, dem Metatarsalkopf I sowie unter dem Hallux 
ermittelt. Die Ergebnisse der drei Studien zeigen, dass die analysierten Parameter einen 
signifikanten Einfluss auf die plantare Vibrationssensibilität der Probanden haben. Die erste 
Studie zeigt, dass eine 5-6° C - Schwankung der Hauttemperatur der Fußsohle die 
Fußsensibilität signifikant beeinflusst, wobei die Erwärmung der Haut eine Zunahme der 
Fußsensibilität verursacht und die Abkühlung eine Abnahme der Fußsensibilität hervorruft. 
Die Ergebnisse der zweiten Studie demonstrieren, dass die im Unterschenkel 
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hervorgerufene Ischämie eine Verschlechterung der Fußsensibilität verursacht, 
insbesondere bei den Messungen der Hochdruckbedingung (150 mmHG). Die Daten der 
dritten Studie weisen darauf hin, dass der Einfluss vom Schuhwerk auf die 
Vibrationssensibilität des plantaren Fußes frequenzabhängig ist. Bei einer 
Vibrationsfrequenz von 30Hz ist die Sensibilität barfuss besser als die mit Schuhen 
gemessene Vibrationssensibilität. Hingegen ist bei einer Frequenz von 200 Hz die mit 
Schuhen gemessenen Sensibilität besser als die Sensibilität barfuss. Anhand der Ergebnisse 
der drei Studien konnte festgestellt werden, dass die Temperatur der Fußsohle, Blutfluss im 
Fußbereich und Schuhwerk einen signifikanten Einfluss auf die plantare Vibrationssensibilität 
gesunder Probanden haben. Daraus folgen wichtige Hinweise für zukünftige klinische- sowie 
bewegungsorientierte Forschung. Der Einfluss der drei analysierten Parameter sollte künftig 
bei der Beurteilung sensorischer Daten mit einbezogen werden. Dies würde zum einem eine 
Standardisierung der Messverfahren gewährleisten, zum anderen die Qualität der im 
klinischen Bereich gemessenen Daten erhöhen. Im Rahmen bewegungsorientierter 
Forschung soll die Wichtigkeit der Fußsensibilität bei der Durchführung unterschiedlicher 
Bewegungsformen, auch sportlicher Bewegung, näher untersucht werden. Weiterhin sollte 
eine gemeinsame Analyse der bewegungsbezogenen Änderungen der Hauttemperatur bzw. 
des Blutflusses im Fußbereich in künftiger Forschung angestrebt werden. Folglich können 
diese Änderungen in die Entwicklung funktionellen Schuhwerkes eingesetzt werden, um den 
Anforderungen der Fußsensibilität bei unterschiedlichen Bewegungsformen möglichst 
gerecht zu werden.  
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Structure of the document 
 
The goal of the present work was to investigate the influence of, temperature, blood flow and 
footwear on plantar foot sensitivity of healthy young subjects. This thesis is composed of 
three papers, one on each topic, which have been published in international, peer-reviewed 
journals and is divided in three main sessions: the first session presents the overall rationale, 
a review of the literature relevant to the present work, as well as the definition of the single 
studies/hypothesis of this thesis; the second session presents the three publications: “Foot 
sole skin temperature affects plantar foot sensitivity” (Schlee et al., 2009); “Short-time 
ischemia reduces plantar foot sensitivity” (Schlee et at, 2009) and “Effects of footwear on 
plantar foot sensitivity are frequency-dependent: a study with Formula 1 shoes” (Schlee et al, 
2009). Finally, a comprehensive discussion of the publications is presented in the third 
session, in order to link the results of the three studies as well as establish perspectives for 
further investigation.  
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Session 1 
 
1.1 Rationale 
 
“The human foot is a masterpiece of engineering and a work of art” 1 
 
The complexity of the structure and function of the human feet has been investigated since 
the first anatomical studies of the human body, as shown by this quote of Leonardo da Vinci. 
Much more than a simple structure to support the body during movement, the foot has been 
increasingly accepted over the years as an important source of afferent information, used not 
only in the recognition of the surrounding environment, but also in the fine regulation of 
movements. Afferent input from the feet is provided by mechanoreceptors located in the skin, 
which are able to perceive different forms of mechanical stimulation, e.g. vibration and touch. 
The interest on the function of the cutaneous mechanoreceptors has grown rapidly since the 
1960’s, as pathologists started to investigate their function as a complementary method in 
the diagnosis of peripheral and central neuropathologies (Vega et al., 2009). Consequently, 
many basic histological studies were performed throughout the 1960’s and the 1970’s, in 
order to understand the functional characteristics of these receptors in different areas of the 
human body (Sato and Ozeki, 1963; Cauna, 1965; Johansson and Valbo, 1980)  
 
These early histological investigations led the way to clinically assess the function of the 
mechanoreceptors, by using quantitative sensory testing. Today, quantitative sensory testing 
has become part of the daily clinical practice, used as in important tool for the diagnosis of 
polyneurophatic diseases, e.g. Diabetes Mellitus (Dyck et al., 1987) and Parkinson’s disease 
(Prätorius et al., 2003). The clinical assessment of sensory data is not only restricted to the 
diagnosis of diseases, but has also the goal to identify factors that may influence the activity 
of the cutaneous mechanoreceptors. In this regard, due to its importance as a contact 
surface between the body and the surrounding environment, the foot has received special 
attention and has been focus of many clinical studies. Foot sensitivity has been shown to be 
influenced by age (Bartlett et al., 1998; Deshpande et al., 2008), vibration frequency used 
during testing (Nurse and Nigg, 1999; Inglis et al., 2002) as well as by different anatomical 
structures of the foot (Inglis et al., 2002; Hennig and Sterzing, 2009). As a consequence of 
these studies, these variables are controlled during the assessment of foot sensitivity, in 
order to enhance the quality of the collected data.  
 
                                                 
1 Leonardo da Vinci: 1452-1519 
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In addition to the clinical assessment of sensory information, in the recent past a growing 
number of studies have shown the importance of afferent information provided from the foot 
for the coordination of movements. Through sensorimotor integration (Peterka, 2002), 
afferent input from foot mechanoreceptors is integrated and used to coordinate movements 
not only from the foot, but from the whole lower extremity. The contribution of foot sensitivity 
to the coordination of the lower extremities has been shown during contact-control tasks 
(Van Deursen et al., 1998), postural control (Perry et al., 2000; Meyer et al., 2004) and gait 
(Aniss et al., 1992; Nurse and Nigg, 2001; Eils at al., 2003)  
 
Sport as well as daily-live related movements of the lower extremities are accompanied by 
fluctuations in foot skin temperature. These fluctuations may happen also independently from 
movement, e.g. due to clothing, footwear and different room temperatures. Skin temperature 
and blood flow are reciprocal influence factors (Vuksanović et al., 2008; Wissler, 2008). 
Especially at a temperature range of 25 to 32 °C, the relation between both variables is 
linear. Therefore, changes in foot temperature are likely to evoke changes in the blood flow 
at the foot area. Similar to fluctuations in skin temperature, small impairments in lower leg 
blood flow may also be evoked during common daily live situations, such as sitting (Chester 
et al., 2002) and walking (McWohrter et al., 2003). Despite this relation to common daily life 
activities, the influence of skin temperature and lower leg blood flow on foot sensitivity is still 
controversially and little investigated.  
 
Regarding the influence of skin temperature, early histological investigations on the function 
of the mechanoreceptors have indicated that temperature plays a major role in the 
transmission of cutaneous mechanical stimuli (Inman and Peruzzi, 1958; Satto and Ozeki, 
1963). However, clinical studies on the relation between skin temperature and foot sensitivity 
show non-conclusive and often controversial results. An example of this controversy is the 
question whether foot skin temperature should be controlled during quantitative sensory 
testing. Whereas international standards recommend to keep skin temperature between 27 
and 36 °C during the assessment of foot sensitivity (ISO 1309-1), studies as the ones by 
Halonen (1986) and Thyagarajan and Dyck (1994) show no significant variations in foot 
sensitivity thresholds when measured at a temperature range of 12 to 38 °C. Furthermore, 
although extreme cooling of the foot sole skin is known to cause impairments in foot 
sensitivity, (Nigg and Nurse, 1999; Eils et al., 2004), it is still not clear whether smaller skin 
temperature fluctuations, including foot skin warming, can show the same effects.  
 
The influence of blood flow on foot sensitivity has been subject of high interest in clinical 
research, especially considering the effects of long-time impairments of blood flow in the 
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lower extremities, as a result of polyneuropathic and vascular complications (Greenman et 
al., 2005; Peryasami et al., 2008). While the interest on the long-time effects of blood flow 
impairments on foot sensitivity is high, there is surprisingly little information about the effects 
of short-time blood flow changes on the activity of feet’s cutaneous mechanoreceptors of 
healthy young adults. A few studies have tried to quantify these effects in the past years by 
simulating blood flow impairments using external pressure applied to the skin through a 
tourniquet. With the help of this technique, the studies by Grosskreuz et al (1999; 2000) have 
measured a loss of afferent sensitivity to further stimulation (increased refractoriness) 
following blood flow reduction. Although the studies show clear indication of impairments in 
the transmission of afferent stimuli as a consequence of blood flow reduction, they usually 
focus their analysis on the direct excitability properties of the afferents in the upper limbs. 
The influence of blood flow impairment on sensitivity thresholds measured during quantitative 
sensory testing of the foot still needs to be investigated.  
 
Together with skin temperature and blood flow alterations, footwear is also a common factor 
present during movement performance. Due to its placement between the foot and the 
source of mechanical stimulation, an influence of footwear on foot sensitivity should be 
expected. An indirect indication of this influence has been given by subjective studies, which 
have shown that subjects are able to perceive changes in different footwear properties, e.g. 
cushioning (Milani et al., 1997) and that this perception is likely related to the their foot 
sensitivity (Mündermann et al., 2001). While this indirect relation between foot sensitivity and 
footwear is becoming an important tool in the evaluations of different kinds of footwear, the 
direct influence of footwear on foot sensitivity is yet little investigated. Only one study about 
the direct effects of footwear on foot sensitivity could be found in the investigated literature, 
by Sterzing et al (2008). The authors analysed the direct effects of footwear on foot 
sensitivity by comparing vibration thresholds of the dorsal foot measured in different soccer 
shoes with thresholds measured barefoot. The results show better sensitivity for the barefoot 
measurements, which according to the authors may be related to the functional 
characteristics of the footwear. Due to the lack of information concerning the direct effects of 
footwear on foot sensitivity, as well as to the fact that quantitative sensory testing is usually 
performed with barefoot subjects, the effects of footwear foot sensitivity are still unclear. 
 
Therefore, based on the fact that foot skin temperature, blood flow at the foot area and 
footwear are factors constantly present during daily live activities, and to the influence of 
afferent input from the feet’s cutaneous mechanoreceptors on movement performance, the 
goal of this thesis was to investigate the effects of foot skin temperature, blood flow at the 
foot area and footwear on plantar foot vibration sensitivity of healthy young subjects.  
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While the rationale described in this chapter initiated the discussion of the literature related to 
the main goal of this thesis, the following chapter will enhance it by presenting a more 
detailed description of the literature relevant to the publications presented in session two.  
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1.2 Literature 
 
This chapter has the goal to present the literature related to the three studies described in 
session two. The basic characteristics of foot sensitivity are presented initially, including the 
functional properties of the mechanoreceptors (Vater-Pacini corpuscles and Meißner 
Corpuscles) as well as their distribution at the plantar foot area. Following, literature 
regarding foot sensitivity and its clinical application is shown, considering factors that may 
affect plantar foot sensitivity, including the ones previously described in the three hypotheses 
of this thesis. Finally, this chapter is closed discussing the integration of sensory information 
and its effects on the motor output during movement. 
 
1.2.1 Perception of mechanical stimuli 
 
Perception is the process of attaining awareness or understanding of sensory information. 
The word perception comes from the Latin perceptio and means receiving, collecting, and 
action of taking possession, apprehension with the mind or senses (Oxford English 
Dictionary, 2008). To “perceive” a given stimulus is a multi-factor process, which depends on 
the intensity and the mental representation of the stimulus, as well on its interpretation (e.g. 
physical, emotional). These factors are summarized in the definition by Metzger (1978): 
 
“Perception can be defined as the result of processing information that 
consists of stimulations of receptors under conditions which in every case 
are partially due to subject’s own activity” 2 
 
Perception is the one of the oldest fields of interest in psychology and is also related to its 
oldest law, the Weber-Fechner law. This law was the first to quantify the relation between the 
intensity of physical stimuli and their perception effects. Besides psychology, perception is a 
subject of interest in various fields of science, including philosophy, cognitive and behavioral 
sciences, physiology and neurology. The physiological and neurological interests on 
perception are mutual and mainly related to the human senses, which enable humans to 
perceive and communicate with their environment. Among them, the sense of touch allows 
the perception of pressure being applied to a certain tissue, through the use of the haptic 
perception (Whitaker et al., 2008; Klatzky and Lederman, 1987).  
 
                                                 
2 Metzger, 1978. 
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The haptic perception involves a combination of somatosensory and proprioceptive 
information in order to recognize objects through touch. While the proprioceptive information 
is provided by internal receptors found in muscles (muscle spindles) and tendons (Golgi 
tendon organ), sensory information of touch is provided by specialized mechanoreceptors, 
which can be found in several organs of the body, mainly in the skin (Schmidt and Thews, 
1997). These mechanoreceptors react to external mechanical stimuli being applied to the 
skin, e.g. pressure and vibration, providing afferent information used not only to identify the 
external environment, but also to regulate motor output during movement (Meyer et al., 
2004).  
 
The process of haptic perception can be further divided in objective and subjective 
perception. While the objective perception analyses bio physiological processes 
(electrochemical processes involved in the transmission of afferent stimuli), the subjective 
perception integrates the individual, subjective interpretation in the perception of touch. The 
relation between different kinds of mechanical stimulation and the function of the cutaneous 
mechanoreceptors is of special interest in the objective haptic perception research. In this 
regard, the function of the mechanoreceptors found in the foot sole has gain attention over 
the past decades, since clinicians and pathologist believe that sensory information from the 
foot may contribute in the diagnosis of polyneuropathic diseases (Vega et al., 2009). 
Additionally, due to the fact that the human foot is often the only connection between the 
human body and the external environment during movement, the relation between afferent 
information provided by the cutaneous mechanoreceptors of the foot sole and movement 
coordination has been subject of several investigations (Perry et al., 2000; Nurse and Nigg, 
2001). Thus, the functional aspects of the cutaneous mechanoreceptors, the clinical 
quantification of their function as well as the relation between afferent information from the 
foot sole and movement performance will be discussed in detail in the following literature 
review. 
 
1.2.2 Mechanoreceptors in the foot skin 
 
The perception of mechanical stimuli is possible through the activation of cutaneous 
mechanoreceptors located in the skin, both hairy and glabrous. The glabrous skin contains 
four types of encapsulated mechanoreceptors, which were identified with the use of electrical 
micrography in classical studies performed in the 70’s. (Valbo and Johansson, 1976; 
Johansson, 1978; Johansson and Valbo, 1979). These receptors were physiologically 
classified according to their adaptation characteristics as well as the size of their receptive 
fields, as follows:  
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• slow adapting receptors with small receptive fields (SA I);  
• slow adapting receptors with large receptive fields (SA II);  
• rapid adapting receptors with small receptive fields (RA I);  
• rapid adapting receptors with large receptive fields (RA II).  
 
This physiological classification was later complemented by histological studies, which 
analysed the morphology as well as the position of the mechanoreceptors in the skin using 
light and electrical microscopy (Schiebler, 1996). This histological procedure has also 
identified four types of mechanoreceptors (encapsulated or partially encapsulated), as 
follows (fig. 1.1):  
 
• Merkel-disks: small encapsulated receptors, located in the epidermis;  
• Ruffini-corpuscles: encapsulated receptor with large receptive fields, located in the 
dermis;  
• Meissner corpuscles: small, partially encapsulated receptors located superficially in 
the dermis;  
• Vater-Pacini corpuscles: large encapsulated receptors, located deeply in the dermis 
(Fig 1.1).  
 
Table 1.1 presents an overview of the four types of mechanoreceptors, relating their 
physiological and histological classification properties:  
 
 
Fig. 1.1 Mechanoreceptors and their location in the skin (www.rci.rutgers.edu/.../image020.jpg) 
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Histological Receptor 
Structure 
Physiological 
Type 
Location in the skin Mechanical Stimuli 
Merkel disk SA I Epidermis: Stratum basale Pressure  
Ruffini Corpuscles SA II Dermis: Stratum  reticulare Stretching 
Meissner Corpuscles RA I Dermis: Stratum   papillare 
Pressure and vibration (Low 
frequencies) 
Vater-Pacini 
Corpuscles 
RA II 
Dermis: Deep layer and tela 
subcutanea 
Pressure and vibration (High 
frequencies) 
 
Table 1.1 Histological and physiological classification of the cutaneous mechanoreceptors 
(modified from Schneider (2006)) 
 
1.2.2.1 Adaptation properties of mechanoreceptors 
 
The adaptation of the different receptors is characterised by their activity (firing) patterns in 
response to mechanical stimulation of the skin. In case of skin deformation following 
mechanical stimuli, the slow-adapting receptors respond to the deformation amplitude, firing 
throughout and even over the end of the stimuli to the skin. On the other hand, the rapid-
adapting receptors respond either to the velocity (Meissner corpuscles) or the acceleration of 
the deformation caused by mechanical stimulation (Vater-Pacini corpuscles). While the 
Meissner corpuscles fire as long as the deformation velocity of the skin remains constant, the 
Vater-Pacini corpuscles react to the changes in this velocity, firing intensively at the onset 
and offset of the stimulus (Schmidt and Thews, 1997). The response patterns of the different 
mechanoreceptors are shown in fig. 1.2.   
 
 
Fig. 1.2 Response patterns of the cutaneous mechanoreceptors to skin deformation (modified 
from Schmidt and Thews, 1997)  
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1.2.2.2 Distribution of mechanoreceptors in the foot sole 
 
The distribution densities of the different receptors vary according to body region/anatomical 
location. Kennedy and Inglis (2002) and Schneider (2006) have used two different 
techniques to investigate the amount and the distribution of the four types of 
mechanoreceptors in the sole of the human foot. With a physiological approach, Kennedy 
and Inglis (2002) used tungsten microelectrodes inserted into the tibial nerve to measure 
evoked action potentials at the mechanoreceptors, applied by surface electrodes. The 
mechanoreceptors were then classified according to the patterns of their action potentials. 
Schneider (2006) studied the distribution of the mechanoreceptors in foot sole of a 16 year-
old female foot using a histological approach, dividing a skin layer cut in thirty nine zones of 
interest. The results of both investigations are compared in table 1.2. 
 
Type of 
mechanoreceptor 
(Kennedy and Inglis, 2002) Schneider (2006) 
 Absolute Relative (%) Absolute Relative (%) 
SA I 84 29.6   
SA II 14 4.9   
RA I 143 50.3 1171 74.9 
RA II 43 15.2 393 25.1 
Total 284 100 1564 100 
 
Table 1.2 Distribution of the mechanoreceptors: Comparison of two data collection techniques 
 
By analysing the results of both investigations, it becomes clear that the two approaches 
used in the collection of data produce very different results. Schneider et al. (2006) found a 
much higher number of mechanoreceptors in the human foot sole compared to Kennedy and 
Inglis (2002). Additionally, Schneider (2006) found no mechanoreceptors with characteristics 
of slow-adapting receptors. The big differences seen in the results of both approaches can 
be explained by the fact that it is very difficult to selectively excite the different types of 
mechanoreceptors using a surface stimulation electrode. Even with very small diameters 
(e.g. 5mm), a surface electrode will probably stimulate more than one single type of receptor 
(Schneider, 2006). Therefore, it is very difficult to precisely quantify/identify different types of 
mechanoreceptors by measuring action potentials after superficial stimulation of the skin as 
intended by Kennedy and Inglis (2002). 
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In addition to the absolute and relative differences in the number of mechanoreceptors, the 
studies by Kennedy and Inglis (2002) and Schneider (2006) also document different 
distribution patterns of the cutaneous mechanoreceptors in the human foot sole. While 
Kennedy and Inglis (2002) found a random distribution of the different mechanoreceptors in 
the foot sole, Schneider (2006) clearly shows a concentration of Meissner as well as Vater-
Pacini corpuscles in the forefoot area. Figure 1.3 presents the distribution of Meissner 
corpuscles over the whole foot sole, showing a high density of Meissner corpuscles in the 
area between the third and the fifth metatarsal heads, as well as between the second to fifth 
toes. The density of the Meissner corpuscles is markedly reduced in the hallux and in the 
rearfoot area. The Vater-Pacini corpuscles are more concentrated in the area of the first and 
second metatarsal bones, and again in the area between the 3rd and the 5th metatarsal 
heads. The lowest concentration of Vater-Pacini corpuscles can be found in the heel area, 
similar to the Meissner corpuscles (fig. 1.4).  
                                       
Fig. 1.3 Distribution and density of the Meissner corpuscles (MK) in the foot sole (Schneider, 
2006).  
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Fig. 1.4 Distribution and density of the Vater-Pacini corpuscles (PK) in the foot sole (Schneider, 
2006). 
 
Although the approach by Schneider (2006) seems more adequate to study the distribution 
densities of the different mechanoreceptors in the human foot sole, the author presents data 
based in only one subject. More date using the same method is needed establish a foot sole 
mapping of the receptors based on relevant information. 
 
While the previous chapters provided information about the general properties of the 
mechanoreceptor as well as their distribution in the plantar foot area, the following chapter 
aims to describe the functional characteristics of the individual receptors. Since the three 
studies presented in session two investigated foot sensitivity using vibration thresholds, only 
the structure of the vibration sensitivity receptors will be presented in detail.   
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1.2.2.3 Functional structure of Meissner corpuscles 
 
The Meissner corpuscles are partially encapsulated nerve endings, located in the glabrous 
skin (see table 1.1). Their structure is composed by up to ten flattened supportive modified 
Schwann-cells, arranged as lamellae, surrounded by a capsule of connective tissue (Gilman, 
2002) (fig 1.5). Their average length and width are 30 to 140 µm and 20 to 60 µm, 
respectively (Guinard et al., 2000). The perception of mechanical stimuli is performed by a 
single afferent Aα/Aβ fiber, which can be found between the supportive cells (Vega et al., 
2009). This afferent is myelinated until it enters the corpuscle, where it loses the myelin layer 
(Guinard et al., 2000). Recent studies have raised the possibility of afferent polyinnervation 
of the Meissner corpuscles. Pare et al. (2001) have shown the presence of other afferent 
fibers in the Meissner corpuscles in the digital skin of monkeys (e.g. C-afferents), which 
could provide the corpuscles with nocioceptive function. However, this assumption still has to 
be confirmed by further studies.  
                                  
                                              
Fig. 1.5 Functional structure of a Meissner corpuscle (modified from www.virtualworldlets.net) 
 
The Meissner corpuscles are functionally classified as rapidly adapting, low-threshold 
mechanoreceptors, responding to pressure as well as low-frequent vibration stimuli, whereby 
the optimal stimulation frequencies of the corpuscles range between 10 and 30 Hz 
Afferent Fiber 
(Aα/Aβ) 
Supportive 
Schwann-cells 
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(Johansson and Valbo, 1983; Verillo, 1985). The sizes of the receptive fields as well as the 
activation thresholds of Meissner corpuscles vary considerably in the literature. The size of 
receptive fields of Meissner corpuscles found in the foot sole as a result from studies using 
neurography vary from 38.00 mm² to 86.00 mm² (Kennedy and Inglis, 2002; Fallon et al., 
2005). Independently of the reported size, foot sole corpuscles have significantly bigger 
receptive fields compared to the hand (Johannson 1978; Trulsson, 2001; Kennedy and Inglis, 
2002). The values of the activation thresholds found in the literature vary from 3.84 mN to 
11.8 mN (Kennedy and Inglis, 2002; Fallon et al., 2005) and are also higher than the ones 
found in the hand (Johansson et al., 1980). The different sizes of receptive fields and 
activation thresholds comparing the hand to the foot sole show that certain body regions are 
more sensitive than others. The different degrees of sensitivity are directly related to the 
accuracy in the performance of complex motor tasks, indicating that the human hand is able 
to achieve higher levels of precision during movement performance compared to the foot.  
 
1.2.2.4 Functional structure of Vater-Pacini corpuscles 
 
The Vater-Pacini corpuscles located in the deep layer of the dermis (tala subcutanea, see 
table 1.1) are the prototype of encapsulated mechanoreceptors. The corpuscles have an oval 
shape and a maximal length and width of 4 mm and 2 mm, respectively. Their size may vary 
considerably in a single individual. Some studies have reported a growth of Vater-Pacini 
corpuscles in humans until the age of 70, when they begin showing regressive changes 
(Cauna and Mannan, 1958; Bell et al., 1994). The functional structure of the Vater-Pacini 
corpuscles is composed mainly of one internal capsule, divided in inner and outer core, and 
one external capsule. The inner core contains the single afferent unit (Aα/Aβ fibers) wrapped 
with non-neuronal cytoplasmic layers. The inner core is surrounded by an outer core 
composed of non-neuronal concentric lamellae (up to 70), with the interlamellar spaces filled 
with fluid. Together, the inner and outer cores form the internal capsule of the receptors (Bell 
et al., 1994) and are separated by the intermediate growth zone. Together, all these 
structures are enclosed by closely packed lamellae and by connective tissue, forming the 
external capsule of the corpuscle (Nishi et al., 1969; Bell et al., 1994). Figure 1.6 shows the 
structure of a Vater-Pacini corpuscle in detail. Similar to the Meissner corpuscles, the 
afferent nerve is myelinated only until it enters the corpuscle (outer bulb). The possibility of a 
polyinnervation (especially regarding C-Afferents) of the Vater-Pacini receptors has also 
been raised by some investigators (Malinovsky and Pac, 1982; Kumamoto et al., 1993), but 
still needs to be confirmed by literature.  
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Vater-Pacini receptors are also functionally classified as rapidly adapting, low-threshold 
receptors (Vega et al., 2009). Since these corpuscles react to the acceleration resulting of 
skin deformation, they are especially sensitive to vibration stimuli. The Vater-Pacini receptors 
are sensitive to vibration in frequencies ranging from 20 to 1000 Hz (Bollanowsky, 1981; 
Bollanoswky and Verillo, 1982), whereby their optimal response is found in frequencies 
between 200 and 250 Hz (Johansson and Valbo, 1983; Verillo, 1985). Similar to the 
Meissner corpuscles, the size of the receptive fields as well as the activation thresholds for 
the Vater-Pacini receptors varies considerably in the literature. Different studies have 
reported receptive field sizes from 284,2 mm² to 2434 mm² for the Vater-Pacini corpuscles 
(Kennedy and Inglis, 2002; Fallon et al., 2005) found in the foot sole. The size of the 
activation thresholds varies from 3,84 mN to 4,00 mN (Kennedy and Inglis, 2002; Fallon et 
al., 2005). Again, independently from study and technique used in the collection of data, the 
sizes of the receptive fields and activation thresholds show much higher values when 
measured in the foot sole compared to the hand (Johansson et al., 1980; Trulsson, 2001, 
Fallon, 2005).  
 
 
Fig. 1.6 Structural components of a Vater-Pacini corpuscle (Bell et al., 1994) 
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1.2.2.5 Transmission of afferent stimuli 
 
Afferent stimuli are generated in Vater-Pacini and Meißner corpuscles when a mechanical 
load is applied to the receptor’s surface, resulting in a non-regenerative receptor potential. If 
the receptor potential reaches the required threshold value, the regenerative action potential 
is started. This potential is then propagated along the afferent axon with a velocity between 
13 and 56 m/s, which correspond to the average axon diameters from the cells innervating 
the rapid adaptive receptors (4 to 10 µm) (Schiff and Löwenstein, 1972). The afferent 
transmission pathway between the mechanoreceptors and the somatosensory cortex usually 
involves three long nerve cells and is known as the posterior column-medial lemniscus 
pathway. This pathway is named after the structures to which the afferent stimuli travel 
within, in order to reach the sensory cortex: the posterior columns of the spinal cord and the 
medial lemniscus in the brainstem. (Bulpaep and Boron, 2003) 
 
The first nerve cell has its axon terminals in the mechanoreceptors, which extend up to the 
cell body located in the dorsal root ganglion in the spinal cord. The axons of the first neuron 
stay within the spinal cord until they reach the posterior column. While the sensory axons 
from the lower extremities usually run the gracile tract, the axons of the upper extremities run 
the cuneate tract of the spinal column. The first cell synapses with the second neuron at the 
level of the medulla oblongata. The second neuron starts either at the gracile or cuneate 
nuclei of the medulla oblongata, crossing over inside of it to form the medial lemniscus. The 
axons of the second neuron extend up to the rest of the brainstem and synapse with the third 
nerve cell at the thalamus, more specifically at the ventral posterolateral nucleus. The third 
neuron starts from the thalamus and travels up to the posterior limb of the internal capsule, 
where its axon synapses in the primary sensory cortex (Kandel and Kupfermann, 1995; 
Saladin, 2004). An example of this pathway for the mechanoreceptors of the finger is shown 
in fig. 1.7.  
 
The previous chapter described the functional structure as well as the transmission of 
afferent stimuli from Vater-Pacini and Meissner corpuscles. The function (normal and 
pathologic) of these mechanoreceptors is accessed clinically through quantitative sensory 
testing. The application and relevance of this type of testing is discussed in the next topic. 
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Fig. 1.7 Posterior column-medial lemniscus pathway (modified from Kandel and Kupfermann, 
1995) 
 
1.2.3 Clinical application of sensory measurements 
 
Sensory data is clinically accessed through quantitative sensory testing. This type of testing 
quantifies the function of different types of cutaneous mechanoreceptos and has become 
part of the daily clinical practice. The function of the Meissner and Vater-Pacini corpuscles 
can be investigated through vibration sensitivity tests. One of the most common methods to 
determine vibration sensitivity is to measure the indentation of an object (usually a small, 
rounded probe) contacting the skin at a specific anatomical location and vibrating at a 
constant frequency, using a vibration exciter. Figure 1.8 shows a scheme of the vibration 
exciter use in the data collection of the three studies presented in session two. This 
indentation is quantified in micrometers (µm) and represents the vibration threshold at the 
anatomical location of interest.  
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Fig. 1.8 Vibration exciter used to quantify plantar foot vibration sensitivity (modified from 
Reckmann, 2009) 
 
Different protocols are used to determine the absolute indentation of the probe in the skin at 
a given skin anatomical location, among them the vibration perception thresholds (VPT), 
vibration disappearance thresholds (VDT) and a combination of both (Hilz et al., 1998; Nurse 
and Nigg, 1999). The VPT protocol starts with the probe vibrating at indentation amplitude of 
zero micrometers. This amplitude is than raised until it can be perceived by the subjects. This 
indentation value is the VPT value at this anatomical location. The VDT protocol starts at the 
indentation value of VPT, decreasing the amplitude of the probe until it can no longer be 
perceived by the subjects. This amplitude is considered the VDT at the specific anatomical 
location. The third protocol combines both methods, using the mean value of VPT and VDT 
to determine the vibration thresholds at the anatomical location of interest (Goldberg and 
Lindblom, 1979; Hilz et al., 1998). Although the three methods are used to collected vibration 
threshold data in the literature, a question whether VDT should be used to quantify vibration 
sensitivity was raised by Dijk et al. (1991). The authors show in their study that VDT are 
dependent of the level as well as of the time necessary to determine the VPT. The higher 
and the longer it takes to measure them, the higher are also de VDT. Therefore, due to the 
methodological concerns about the use of VDT to determine foot sensitivity and to the high 
acceptance of the VPT method in the literature, the VPT protocol was used to quantify 
plantar foot vibration sensitivity in all three studies presented in session two.  
 
Besides being an important tool for the diagnosis of neuropathic complications, clinical 
research on foot sensitivity has also focused on identifying factors which may influence the 
function of the mechanoreceptors and therefore should be controlled during foot sensitivity 
measurements. As a result of these investigations, the influence of vibration frequency used 
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during data collection as well aging of the subjects on foot vibration sensitivity is well 
investigated and completely accepted in the literature. The influence of vibration frequency 
on foot sensitivity is related to the optimal frequency spectrum of the mechanoreceptor as 
described in topics 1.2.2.3 and 1.2.2.4. Regarding the effects of aging, independently of the 
methods and population used, all studies investigating the influence of age on foot sensitivity 
have shown that aging has a negative effect on foot vibration sensitivity (Halonen, 1986; 
Bartlett et al., 1998; Hilz et al., 1998; Deshpande et al., 2008). This reduction in foot 
sensitivity is caused by the reduction of the total number of cutaneous mechanoreceptors 
(Cauna, 1965), impairments in the transmission of afferent stimuli as well as an increase in 
the activation thresholds of the mechanoreceptors with aging (Verillo 1980; Gescheider et al., 
1994, 1996). Therefore, the frequency of the vibration stimuli as well as the age of the 
subjects are controlled when accessing sensory data, also during the studies presented in 
session two.  
 
While the influence of vibration frequency and aging on foot sensitivity is well investigated 
and accepted in the literature, there is still discussion whether other factors may affect foot 
sensitivity and if they should be controlled during the collection of sensory data. Among them 
are the three main variables analysed in this thesis (skin temperature, blood flow and 
footwear). Therefore, topics 1.2.3.1 to 1.2.3.3 will present the current literature considering 
the influence of these variables on foot sensitivity. The effects of gender and foot anatomical 
locations were investigated as secondary goals in the studies presented in session two and 
will be also described. 
 
1.2.3.1 Foot vibration sensitivity and skin temperature  
 
The interest on whether and how skin temperature influences the activity of the cutaneous 
mechanoreceptors has motivated researchers since the late 1950’s (Inman and Peruzzi, 
1958). The early research on this area was of histological nature and has investigated the 
direct effects of temperature on the electrochemical processes involved in the generation and 
propagation of action potential in the mechanoreceptors. Especially regarding the Vater-
Pacini corpuscles, several investigations have shown that both the receptor potential 
(potential generated in the receptor which at certain intensity may generate an action 
potential) and the resultant action potential are influenced by temperature (Inman and 
Peruzzi, 1958; Sato and Ozeki, 1963).  
 
A reduction in temperature results in decreased amplitudes of the action potentials, 
increased thresholds for action potentials initiation as well as increased potential latency (Bell 
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et al., 1994). At very low temperatures (<16 °C) there is a complete elimination of action 
potential, due to extremely high thresholds necessary to initiate it and the possible decrease 
in the rate of rise of the amplitude of the receptor potentials (Ishiko and Löwenstein, 1961). 
On the other hand, there is a linear increase in the duration of the action potentials with 
increased temperatures (Satto and Ozeki, 1963). Furthermore, increases in temperature shift 
the optimum frequencies of the Vater-Pacini corpuscles to higher frequencies, especially 
considering frequencies higher than 100Hz (Green, 1977).  
 
Based on these histological studies, a broad range of clinical studies looked at the effects of 
different temperatures on foot vibration sensitivity and their possible effects on the function of 
the cutaneous mechanoreceptors involved. Thyagarajan and Dyck (1994) investigated in a 
comprehensive study the influence of temperatures ranging from 12 to 38 °C on foot 
vibration sensitivity, changing foot temperature in 2 °C steps from an initial baseline value. 
The authors concluded that vibration sensitivity thresholds did not vary much when 
measured at different temperatures. Meh and Denišlič (1995) surprisingly reported an 
increase in vibration thresholds measured at the foot dorsum after skin warming and a 
decrease in thresholds measured after skin cooling, which are contrary to the findings 
described in the above mentioned histological studies. However, the study by Meh and 
Denišlič (1995) has a great methodological limitation, since the effects of temperature on foot 
vibration sensitivity were investigated only in three subjects. Halonen (1986) has found 
significant effects of temperature on foot vibration sensitivity only at temperatures lower than 
20 °C. He also pointed out that little variation is seen on vibration thresholds when they are 
measured at skin temperatures between 20 to 30 °C, recommending these values as 
standard when applying quantitative sensory testing. A similar recommendation is also given 
by the International Organisation for Standardization. According to the ISO 1309-1, skin 
temperature should be kept in the range of 27 to 36 °C during vibration sensitivity 
measurements. 
 
A significant reduction in foot sensitivity was also found by Perry (2000) and Nurse and Nigg 
(2001), who have reduced skin temperature (6 °C and 10 °C, respectively) until the sensory 
function of the foot was impaired. When summarising the results of the above mentioned 
literature, the only point of agreement between most studies is that vibration thresholds are 
greatly increased with foot temperatures below 20 °C, indicating a reduction of foot 
sensitivity. The influence of skin temperatures between 20 to 30 °C, as well temperatures 
higher than 30 °C, remains unclear. 
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1.2.3.2 Foot vibration sensitivity and blood flow  
 
The relation between blood flow at the lower extremities and the function of the cutaneous 
mechanorecetors in the foot has been a subject of great interest in the literature, especially 
regarding the vascular complications resulting of polyneuropathic diseases (Cavanagh et al., 
1993; Rosenbaum et al., 2006). Diseases as Diabetes Mellitus with peripheral neuropathy 
are followed by impairments in the macrocirculation as well as in the microcirculation of the 
extremities (Abkabari et al., 2003). This type of Diabetes is known to cause a reduction in 
foot sensitivity, not only impairing the function of the mechanoreceptors, but also of non-
encapsulated receptors (e.g. C-Afferents), responsible for the perception of pain (Abkabari et 
al., 2003). This overall reduced sensitivity combined with vascular complications leads to the 
formation of ulcers in the foot sole, mainly in areas subject to greater pressures when 
walking, e.g. at the heel and the metatarsal heads (Ubbink, 1993). Combined, reduced foot 
sensitivity and ulcers lead to impairments in the performance of common motor tasks, 
markedly gait (see chapter 1.3).  
 
Due to the nature of these chronicle vascular diseases, most of the research on the topic is 
performed with elderly subjects, who have experienced chronical complications for a long 
time. Grennman et al. (2005) have shown that hemoglobin saturation is reduced in the skin 
of patients with diabetes and that this reduction is even greater in the presence of 
neuropathy. Moreover, impaired microvascular hyperaemia (Newrick et al., 1988) and 
reactivity as well as a compromised capillary flow were also shown in the diabetic foot (Flynn 
et al., 1988). These alterations in the vascular function are believed to be influenced by the 
impaired nerve function of the diabetic foot, since the axon-related vasodilatation (Lewis 
triple-flare response), which is responsible for one third of the maximal vasodilatory capacity 
in areas adjacent to skin injuries in healthy subjects, is completely absent in the feet of 
patients with diabetic neuropathy. Several studies have tried to simulate the impairments in 
vascular function found in neuropathic diseases in healthy young adults, with the goal to 
investigate possible changes in the structure and in the function of cutaneous afferents as a 
result of blood flow reduction (Grosskreutz et al., 1999, 2000; Han et al., 2008). These 
impairments were simulated in the upper arm by evoking a complete ischemia, using 
tourniquets placed at the elbow joint and inflated with pressures higher than 200 mmHg. The 
results of these studies have shown increased refractoriness in the axons of cutaneous 
afferents after ischemic block, which represents the insensitivity of the axons to further 
stimulation and is related to function impairments in the Na+/K+ pump, specifically considering 
the recovery of Na+ channels from ischemia-related inactivation. These changes in axon 
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excitability indicate impairments in the activity of cutaneous afferents in healthy young adults 
and should be further investigated in the lower limbs. Furthermore, they may be used as a 
tool to identify and interpret changes in membrane potential seen in patients with neuropathic 
diseases (Han et al., 2008).  
 
1.2.3.3 Foot vibration sensitivity and footwear 
 
Footwear is one of the most common garment items, being worn on almost every kind of 
activity, during the practice of sports as well as during daily live. The footwear industry has 
recognized this importance and has been developing shoes which try to attend the demands 
of each single activity/sport, e.g. running shoes, soccer shoes, trying to consider the specific 
aspects of each activity in order to improve the performance of the athletes. Besides athletic 
performance, footwear can be also developed as a therapeutic strategy against diseases 
known to cause motor impairments, e.g. Diabetes Mellitus and Parkinson’s disease, focusing 
on the comfort properties of the shoes. Figure 1.9 shows the common features of a running 
shoe, which can be also seen adapted in almost any kind of sports footwear.  
        
 
Fig. 1.9 Running shoe and its features (Puma AG) 
 
According to Milani et al., 1997, the adequate development of footwear should involve 
comprehensive research, investigating not only the mechanical and biomechanical properties 
of footwear, but also the subjective opinion of the subjects/patients. Although the mechanical 
Bootleg 
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Midsole and 
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and biomechanical analysis of shoe properties has become part of the evaluation procedures 
of footwear, resulting in a variety of articles investigating the influence of shoe materials on 
kinetic and kinematic aspects of movements, (Nigg and Bahlsen, 1988; Hennig and Milani, 
2000; Butler et al., 2007; Heidenfelder et al., 2008) only recently some authors have started 
giving more attention to the subjective evaluation of shoes, especially regarding its comfort 
properties (Jordan and Bartlett, 1995; Milani et al., 1997; Mündermann et al., 2001).  
 
The current evaluation of comfort properties of the shoe (e.g. shoe fit) is focused on the 
subjective perception of the subject testing it. Changes in shoe properties and materials are 
evaluated by using questionnaires and scales based on subjective rankings, as exemplified 
in fig 1.10, where subjects are able to quantify and differentiate shoes according to their 
comfort. This evaluation is based on subjective perception and requires an individual 
interpretation of the shoe properties by the subjects, which is likely to be related to sensory 
capacity of the subject. The relation between subjective perception and foot sensitivity was 
shown by Mündermann et al. (2001), in a study about the relation between comfort ratings 
and foot sensitivity of subjects wearing different shoe inserts. With a sample of 206 military 
recruits, the authors showed that the perception of a comfortable shoe insert is positive 
correlated with the foot sensitivity of the subjects. Therefore, the subjective evaluation of 
shoe properties, e.g. comfort, provides indirect information about the function of the 
cutaneous mechanoreceptors in the feet.   
.  
 
           How important is the “feeling” of the pedal for your driving? 
 
 
       
           Very important                                    Not at all  
 
Fig. 1.10 Subjective ratings for Formula 1 drivers 
 
Although subjective ratings provide important overall data about the indirect relation between 
footwear and foot sensitivity, being necessary for the further development of specific 
footwear features, they are not able to show quantitative data regarding the direct influence 
of footwear on foot sensitivity. There is a general lack of studies in the literature considering 
the direct effects of footwear on sensitivity thresholds and its influence on motor 
performance. Robbins et al. (1995) have studied the influence of aging and footwear on 
subjects’ perception of the slope of the weight-bearing surface. Comparing a group 
composed of elderly subjects with a group of healthy young adults, the authors concluded 
that aging reduces subjects’ perception of slope, mainly due to the loss in foot sensitivity. 
1 2 3 4 5 76
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Additionally, the results showed that the usage of footwear impaired foot position awareness 
even more for the elderly as well as for the young subjects. 
 
The indirect effects of footwear on plantar foot sensitivity were investigated by Schlee et al. 
(2007). Plantar foot vibration sensitivity was compared between athletes which practice 
sports barefoot (female gymnasts) against athletes who practice sports shod (female 
volleyball players). The results showed significantly higher overall thresholds for the 
volleyball players, indicating worse foot sensitivity when practicing sports shod compared to 
barefoot. Furthermore, the authors discussed the importance of foot sensitivity for the 
performance of sports, especially regarding gymnastics, where the balance demands are 
very high and where the feedback of the mechanoreceptors may play an important role for 
the technical performance. Also based on the idea of the importance of foot sensitivity for 
sports performance, Sterzing et al. (2008) have investigated the direct effects of footwear on 
foot vibration sensitivity of the dorsal foot area, comparing vibration thresholds measured 
wearing soccer shoes, with baseline barefoot measurements. No significant results were 
found between the different analysed shoe conditions. However, vibration thresholds 
measured barefoot were lower than thresholds measured with shoes, showing that soccer 
footwear offers a protection to the dorsal foot area, but also reduces its sensitivity.  
 
1.2.3.4 Foot vibration sensitivity and gender 
 
The results found in the literature about the effects of gender on foot sensitivity are 
controversial. While some studies show a significant influence of gender on foot sensitivity 
(Lin, 2005; Deshpande et al., 2008; Hennig and Sterzing., 2009), several other investigations 
indicate no significant effects of gender on vibration thresholds (Halonen, 1986; Wiles et al., 
1991; Hilz et al., 1998). These controversial results may be explained by the different 
anatomical locations measured in the different studies as well as different measuring 
equipment, but most likely by the vibration frequency as well as by the age of the 
investigated subjects. Although studying the upper limb, Goff et al. (1965) have found 
significant differences in vibration thresholds between men and women. However, these 
differences were only significant for frequencies higher than 100 Hz. Furthermore, 
differences between genders appear more often when measuring older subjects, resulting in 
higher thresholds for men than for women (Nielsen, 1972; Hilz et al., 1998). The higher 
thresholds found in elderly men compared with women are probably due to a higher 
degeneration of the peripheral nervous system with aging in men than women.  
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1.2.3.5 Foot vibration sensitivity and plantar foot anatomical location 
 
To investigate the influence of foot anatomical location on foot sensitivity was either the main 
or secondary goal of several investigations (Nurse and Nigg, 1999; Inglis et at., 2002; 
Prätorius and Milani, 2004; Schlee et al., 2007; Hennig and Sterzing, 2009). The results 
shown in the different studies are controversial and seem to be related to foot region as well 
as to vibration frequency. Hennig and Sterzing (2009) have shown that vibration thresholds 
measured at 50 Hz at the plantar foot area are significantly lower than thresholds measured 
at the dorsal, lateral and medial foot areas, indicating higher sensitivity at this region. 
However, when comparing the thresholds measured at different anatomical locations within 
the plantar foot area, the results seem to be frequency-dependent. While Nurse and Nigg 
(1999) and Prätorius and Milani (2004) found no differences in vibration thresholds measured 
in different locations of the plantar foot at 30 Hz, Nurse & Nigg (1999) and Inglis et al. (2002) 
showed significantly lower thresholds at the metatarsal area when measuring vibration 
sensitivity at higher frequencies (125 and 250 Hz, respectively).  
 
The lower thresholds (and consequently higher sensitivity) found at the metatarsal area of 
the plantar foot can be explained by the high concentration of Meissner as well as Vater-
Pacini corpuscles in this foot area, as previously shown in topic 1.2.2.2. The fact that 
differences between anatomical locations can only be seen when stimulating the foot sole 
using higher vibration frequencies can be expected, since by increasing the vibration 
frequency, the values get closer to the optimal functional frequency of the Vater-Pacini 
corpuscles, which are the main mechanoreceptors involved in the perception of vibration 
(see topic 1.2.2.4).  
 
The effects of factors as skin temperature and footwear on foot sensitivity are not only 
important to better understand the function of the mechanoreceptors in the foot, but may also 
increase the understanding of the relation between afferent input and motor output during 
movement performance. This relation will be discussed in the following chapter 
 
1.2.4 Sensorimotor Integration  
 
The use and interpretation of quantitative sensory data from the foot goes beyond its clinical 
application. Through its sensory function, the foot is no longer seen only as support structure 
during movement but as a provider of sensory feedback, which is very important for the fine 
coordination of movements. The term sensorimotor integration is related to the influence of 
the sensory information provided by the different afferents of the body on the efferent output 
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to the muscles involved in the performance of a given task. Sensorimotor integration 
comprises a series of complex regulation mechanism working together for the optimisation of 
motor performance. The complexity of this integration is well exemplified by Peterka (2002), 
where the author shows that the simple act of standing quietly requires a very complex 
sensorimotor integration, which is not yet fully understood (Peterka and Loughlin, 2004).  
 
Together with the visual and vestibular systems, as well as the muscle spindles and the 
Golgi tendon organ, the cutaneous mechanoreceptors are the primarily sensory systems 
responsible for providing sensory information (Peterka, 2002), both external (environment) 
and internal (e.g. muscle length and force). Due to the fact that the foot represents the only 
connection between the body and the surrounding environment in most sport and daily live 
activities, the sensory information provided by the cutaneous mechanoreceptors in the foot 
may have a great contribution in the coordination of lower limb movements. Many studies 
have tested this hypothesis by impairing the function of foot mechanoreceptors and 
analyzing possible changes in movement patterns. Perry (2000) has investigated the 
contribution of foot mechanoreceptors in the regulation of unpredicted posture perturbations. 
After cooling the plantar foot skin to temperatures around 10 °C, stepping reactions of the 
subjects were evoked by unpredicted platform translations in the forward, backward and 
lateral directions. The author concluded that afferent information from cutaneous 
mechanoreceptors play an important role in the regulation of compensatory stepping 
reactions, helping to control them in all studied movement directions. Nurse and Nigg (2001) 
have studied the effects of reduced plantar foot sensitivity on plantar pressure distribution 
and muscle activation patterns during walking. In order to increase the thresholds at the foot 
area and consequently reduce foot sensitivity, the plantar surface of the tested subjects was 
cooled until the skin temperature reached 6°C in three different foot regions: whole foot, 
rearfoot and forefoot. The results show significant changes in plantar pressure distribution 
patterns, with decreased peak plantar pressures as well as relative loads after skin cooling. 
Furthermore, there was a shift in the center of pressure from the areas with decreased 
sensitivity to the foot areas with normal sensitivity. The patterns of muscle activation were 
also significantly changed with reduced foot sensitivity, probably as a response to the load 
changes at the plantar foot area. The authors concluded that a movement pattern such as 
gait can be changed as a result of alterations in the foot sensitivity.  
 
The importance of the sensory information provided by the foot’s mechanoreceptors can be 
also seen in patients with diabetes, mostly the ones with neuropathy. Diabetes with 
neuropathic complications causes impairments in the foot sensitivity of the patients and 
therefore serve as an important model for studies investigating the role of sensory input on 
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motor control. Neuropathic patients commonly present increased postural sway compared to 
control counterparts (Cavanagh et al., 1993; Horak et al., 2002) and may even present 
postural instability. These impairments in balance control are directly related to the sensory 
loss seen in the diabetic foot, resulting in increased vibration thresholds as well as changes 
in the functional characteristics of the skin afferent fibres. Priplata et al. (2006) have shown 
that postural sway of diabetic patients can be reduced by applying adequate mechanical 
noise stimuli to the foot sole. Furthermore, van Deursen et al (1998) have investigated the 
role of the cutaneous mechanoreceptors of the foot in the coordination of contact-control 
tasks, comparing diabetes patients with and without neuropathy. In the experiment, subjects 
learned a task in which they had to push on a force platform in four different directions. The 
results show significantly lower accuracy in the completion of the task for the patients with 
neuropathic foot compared to patients without neuropathy.  
 
To identify factors that influence foot sensitivity may help to understand the complex process 
of sensorimotor integration, especially regarding the function of the cutaneous 
mechanoreceptors. Thus, this knowledge can be used to develop strategies in order to 
improve motor performance, both from athletes as well as from patients suffering from 
sensorimotor disorders. 
 
This literature review had the goal to present the information required to understand the main 
objectives as well to discuss the results of the publications presented in session two. 
Furthermore, the combination of the rationale presented in chapter 1.1 with the current 
literature review built the basis for the definition of single studies/hypotheses presented  next. 
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1.3 Definition of the studies/hypotheses 
 
Based on the goal of this thesis to investigate the effects of foot skin temperature, blood flow 
at the foot area and footwear on plantar foot vibration sensitivity and on the lack of 
conclusive literature on the individual effects of these variables, three studies were 
performed to investigate each factor separately. According to the previously described 
literature, following hypotheses were established: 
 
- H1: Decreasing foot sole temperature results in reduced plantar foot vibration sensitivity, 
whereas increasing foot sole temperature results in increased vibration sensitivity of the 
plantar foot; 
- H2: A reduction in blood flow at the plantar foot area results in decreased plantar foot 
vibration sensitivity; 
- H3: Footwear is able to attenuate vibration stimuli, partially reducing their transmission to 
the foot sole. Therefore, vibration sensitivity is reduced when wearing footwear 
compared to barefoot sensitivity. 
 
H1 was tested in the first study, “Foot sole skin temperature affects foot sensitivity”, in which 
plantar foot vibration sensitivity was tested at different foot sole skin temperatures (baseline, 
warmed and cooled). Along with different skin temperatures, the first study also investigated 
the influence of gender on plantar foot vibration thresholds. H2 was investigated in the 
second study, “Short-time ischemia reduces plantar foot sensitivity”, which analysed the 
effects of two levels of lower leg blood flow reduction on the vibration sensitivity of the plantar 
foot. The influence of gender on plantar foot sensitivity was again tested in the second study. 
Finally, H3 was tested in the third and last study, “Effects of footwear on foot sensitivity: a 
study with Formula 1 shoes”, in which the influence of footwear on plantar foot sensitivity was 
tested by using specific Formula 1 footwear. In addition to footwear, the effects of different 
anatomical locations of the plantar foot on vibration thresholds were also considered.  
 
Together, the three studies aim to identify whether foot sensitivity is influenced by factors 
present not only during the practice of sports, but also on daily live activities. The data 
presented in this thesis should contribute not only to improve the quality of the clinical 
assessment of sensory data, but also to understand the relation between foot sensitivity and 
movement performance.  
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Session 2 
 
 
2.1 Study 1: Foot sole skin temperature affects plantar foot 
sensitivity 
 
Günther Schlee, Thorsten Sterzing, Thomas L. Milani 
Published in: Clinical Neurophysiology, 120:1548-1551, 2009 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Objective: Factors like age and polyneuropathic diseases are known to influence foot 
sensitivity and are considered when applying quantitative sensory testing. However, the 
effects of temperature on foot sensitivity are controversial. Therefore, the aim of this study 
was to investigate the influence of different foot sole temperature on vibration sensitivity of 
healthy subjects.  
 
Methods: Forty healthy subjects (20 male, 20 female) were analyzed. Vibration thresholds 
were measured at three anatomical locations (Heel, First Metatarsal Head and Hallux) of 
both feet at 200 Hz. Thresholds were measured at initial baseline temperature and after 
cooling/warming of the foot skin 5-6 °C. Comparisons between baseline and cooled/warmed 
thresholds as well as between genders were performed. 
 
Results:  There were no significant differences in vibration thresholds when comparing men 
and women. Thresholds were significantly higher after skin cooling for at all anatomical 
locations. After skin warming, thresholds were significantly lower at all measured anatomical 
locations.  
 
Conclusions: Small temperature changes significantly influence vibration sensitivity of 
healthy subjects and should be controlled during collection of foot sensitivity data. 
 
Significance: The control of temperature is an important factor to enhance the quality of data 
acquired with quantitative sensory testing. 
 
Keywords: foot sensitivity, temperature, gender,healthy subjects 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The function of the foot as a sensory organ has been widely investigated and is well 
accepted in the literature. Through cutaneous mechanoreceptors located in the dermis, the 
foot is able to recognize touch pressure and vibration stimuli, which provide important 
feedback information used for the fine coordination of movements (Perry et al., 2000). The 
function of cutaneous mechanoreceptors, e.g. Vater-Pacini corpuscles, is investigated by 
quantitative sensory testing. Data provided by sensory testing have shown that foot vibration 
sensitivity of healthy subjects decreases with age (Bartlett et al.,1998; Inglis et al., 2002; 
Prätorius and Milani, 2004) and is better at the plantar compared to the dorsal foot region 
(Sterzing et al., 2004). Previous investigations have also shown that polyneuropathic 
diseases, e.g. Diabetes and Parkinson’s Disease, have negative effects on foot vibration 
sensitivity and generally lead to sensory loss of the plantar foot (Dyck et al., 1987; Prätorius 
et al., 2003). 
 
While the influence of the above mentioned factors on plantar foot sensitivity is well 
documented, the effects of skin temperature on foot sensitivity are still controversially 
discussed. Thyagarajan and Dyck (1994) concluded that vibration thresholds measured at 
the dorsal foot over a broad range of temperatures (from 12° to 38°) did not vary greatly 
compared to baseline measurements. In contrast, Meh and Denišlič (1995) surprisingly 
reported reduced vibration sensitivity measured at the dorsal foot after warming the skin and 
improved vibration sensitivity after skin cooling. Furthermore, Nurse and Nigg (2001) and 
Perry et al. (2000) induced significant reductions in plantar foot sensitivity by exposing the 
foot sole to low temperatures (6 and 10°C below baseline temperatures, respectively), but 
failed to investigate the effects of different temperature ranges on plantar foot sensitivity. 
 
The knowledge of the effects of temperature on plantar foot vibration sensitivity is not only 
important for the application of quantitative sensory testing, but may also influence the 
coordination and fine regulation of movements. Van Deursen et al. (1998) have suggested 
that cutaneous mechanoreceptors of the foot sole are very important for the accurate 
coordination of contact control leg tasks. Additionally, Aniss et al. (1992) have shown that 
feedback from foot cutaneous mechanoreceptors may regulate motoneuron output and 
therefore contribute to the stabilization of the stance phase during gait. Furthermore, Nurse 
and Nigg (2001) and Eils et al. (2004) and have shown that reduced plantar foot sensitivity 
alter muscle activation patterns as well as plantar pressure distribution during walking, 
causing a more cautious walking pattern.  
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Due to the importance of controlling possible influencing factors during quantitative sensory 
testing as well as to the contribution of skin sensory information to the regulation of 
movements, the aim of this study was to investigate the effects of small skin temperature 
changes on plantar foot vibration sensitivity. It was hypothesized, that decreasing foot sole 
temperature results in reduced plantar foot vibration sensitivity, whereas increasing foot sole 
temperature results in increased vibration sensitivity of the plantar foot. Additionally, the 
influences of gender and body side on the vibration thresholds were analyzed. 
 
METHODS 
 
Subjects 
 
Twenty female (mean age: 25.5 ± 2.6 years; mean weight: 63.5 ± 7.6 kg; mean height: 171.1 
± 6.5 cm) and 20 male (mean age: 23.8 ± 1.9 years; mean weight: 76.9 ± 5.8 kg; mean 
height: 182.9 ± 5.7cm) subjects with no history of polyneuropathic diseases participated in 
the study. Prior to data collection all subjects were informed about the aims of the study, 
gave their written consent and were free to withdraw from it at any time. All procedures 
conformed to the Declaration of Helsinki. 
 
Equipment 
 
Vibration thresholds were measured by a modified Tira Vib vibration exciter (model TV51075, 
Schalkau, Germany), powered by a Voltcraft oscillator (model FG 506, Hirschau, Germany). 
A metal probe (7.8 mm diameter) protruded through a hole in a metal foot rest (covered by a 
1mm thick rubber layer) conducted the vibration from the exciter to the foot. According to 
Nurse and Nigg (1999), the tip of the probe was adjusted 2 mm higher than the level of the 
rubber layer. The amplitude of vibration (displacement of the probe) was first measured in 
mV and later converted to µm with a constant calculated during calibration.  
Plantar foot temperature was measured by a Düwi Thermometer (model 07975, Bad 
Berneck, Germany).  
 
Cooling/warming procedures 
 
The skin was cooled by a cold-pack contacting the foot sole until baseline temperature at 
each anatomical location was reduced by 5-6 °C. Warming of the skin was done with an 
infrared lamp aiming at the foot sole until baseline temperature at each anatomical location 
was raised by 5-6 °C.   
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Testing procedures 
 
Testing took place in a quiet environment, with room temperature between 20-23 °C. 
Subjects were seated and placed their foot on the foot rest around the metal probe during the 
measurements. They were asked to concentrate and not exert any pressure against the 
probe. Due to the optimal response of the Vater-Pacini corpuscles at frequencies between 
200 and 250 Hz (Verrillo, 1985), thresholds were measured at 200 Hz at three anatomical 
locations of both feet: Heel, first metatarsal head (MET I) and hallux. 
 
Prior to data collection subjects had a 10 min equilibration period to adjust to room 
temperature. Data collection started with baseline measurements at one foot: At first, skin 
temperature was measured by placing the thermometer probe at the tested anatomical 
location. Directly after that, vibration thresholds (µm) were measured by increasing the 
vibration amplitude of the metal probe from zero until it could be perceived by the subjects, 
indicated by a verbal sign (vibration perception threshold). Five repetitive measurements 
were performed at each anatomical location. Temperature and vibration thresholds were first 
measured at one specific location before going to the next one. After the baseline 
measurements, skin at the anatomical locations was either warmed or cooled. The same 
collection procedures from baseline measurements were repeated, with the thermometer 
probe being placed at the tested anatomical location directly after skin cooling/warming. 
According to the results of a pilot study, the achieved temperatures did not vary more than 1 
°C throughout the threshold measurements at each location.  
 
After the measurements at one foot were completed, the same procedures were repeated at 
the other. One foot was warmed while the other was cooled. Foot side, temperatures 
(cooling/warming) and anatomical locations were randomized among subjects.  
 
Data Analysis 
 
The three most homogeneous measurements at each anatomical location, identified by the 
Coefficient of Variation, were used for data analysis. Means and standard deviations were 
calculated from these trials. Data were tested for normal distribution with the Shapiro-Wilk 
test. Differences between thresholds measured after skin cooling/warming and thresholds at 
baseline temperature were calculated for each gender. Due to the non-parametrical nature of 
the data, the ranked sums for each gender were compared with a Mann-Whitney test. The 
level of significance was adjusted with the Bonferroni correction according to the number of 
analysed anatomical locations from p = 0.05 to p = 0.05/3 = 0.016. 
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Vibration thresholds measured after skin cooling/warming and baseline thresholds were 
compared with a Wilcoxon test. Again the Bonferroni correction was used to adjust the level 
of significance according to the number of analysed anatomical locations from p = 0.05 to p = 
0.05/3 = 0.016. No interactions between cooled and warmed measurements were assumed 
in all statistical procedures.  
 
RESULTS 
 
The mean baseline temperatures prior to skin cooling/warming for both genders are shown in 
table 2.1. The overall mean baseline temperatures were 26.1 (± 1.3) and 28.3 (± 1.3) °C for 
the women and men, respectively.  
 
  Women Men 
Location Condition Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 
PC 27.0 (1.5) 28.9 (1.4) Heel 
PW 27.2 (1.8) 28.5 (1.9) 
PC 26.6 (1.8) 28.6 (1.6) First metatarsal 
head PW 26.7 (1.0) 28.3 (1.9) 
PC 24.5 (1.7) 27.3 (3.3) Hallux 
PW 24.4 (2.2) 28.3 (2.7) 
 
Table 2.1 Baseline temperatures (°C) prior to skin cooling (PC) and warming (PW) 
 
The differences calculated between thresholds measured after skin cooling/warming and 
thresholds measured at baseline temperature show no gender effects in all measured 
conditions at all anatomical locations (Table 2.2).  
 
  Cooled-Baseline Warmed-Baseline 
 Heel MET I Hallux Heel MET I Hallux 
Women 1.9 (3.0) 3.4 (4.5) 6.2 (8.9) -1.3 (1.8) -1.8 (2.0) -1.9 (2.8) 
Men 1.4 (2.3) 1.2 (1.6) 3.0 (4.3) -0.3 (1.3) -0.7 (0.9) -2.4 (8.3) 
p value 0.283 0.309 0.443 0.866 0.955 0.599 
 
Table 2.2 Baseline threshold differences (cooled-baseline; warmed-baseline) (µm): gender 
comparison 
 
Since no differences in vibration thresholds were found between genders, the effects of 
temperature on vibration thresholds were analysed over the whole group (n=40). Cooling the 
skin caused a significant increase in the vibration thresholds measured at all anatomical 
locations (p < 0.01) (fig 2.1). The comparison between baseline measurements and 
measurements with warmed foot skin showed significantly lower thresholds at all anatomical 
locations (p < 0.01) (fig 2.2).  
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Fig. 2.1 Vibration thresholds (µm): Baseline vs. cooled measurements (*p < 0.01) 
 
 
Fig. 2.2 Vibration thresholds (µm): Baseline vs. warmed measurements (*p < 0.01) 
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DISCUSSION 
 
This study had the goal to investigate the effects of skin temperature on plantar foot vibration 
sensitivity. It was hypothesized, that decreasing foot sole temperatures results in reduced 
plantar foot vibration sensitivity, whereas increasing foot sole temperatures results in better 
vibration sensitivity of the plantar foot. The comparison of the threshold differences between 
genders showed no significant differences and confirmed the results of previous 
investigations (Halonen, 1986; Wiles et al., 1991; Meh and Denišlič, 1995; Hilz et al., 1998;). 
In contrast, Sterzing et al. (2004) have found lower overall foot vibration thresholds for 
women compared to men. However, this gender difference was found mainly at the dorsal 
and medial foot areas. The independence of plantar foot vibration thresholds from gender 
leads to an easier selection of subjects as well as to reduced testing time, thus facilitating the 
clinical application of quantitative sensory testing.  
 
The reduced plantar foot vibration sensitivity after skin cooling found in the present data has 
been reported previously by Nurse and Nigg (2001). However, they measured vibration 
thresholds with foot temperatures close to 6 °C, which are much lower than the temperatures 
induced in the present study. Moreover, Thyagarajan and Dyck (1994) and Meh and Denišlič 
(1995) have showed that cooling the foot skin either did not influence vibration thresholds or 
even enhanced vibration sensitivity at the hallux dorsum area. The improved plantar foot 
vibration sensitivity caused by skin warming found in this study is contrary to previous 
literature results, where either no significant differences (Gerr and Letz, 1994; Thyagarajan 
and Dyck, 1994; Hilz et al., 1998) or reduced vibration sensitivity (Meh and Denišlič, 1995) 
were reported after skin warming.  
 
These inconsistent results compared to the present data may be explained by different 
analyzed anatomical locations as well as the vibration frequency used for data collection. 
With exception of the study from Nurse and Nigg (2001), all the above mentioned studies 
have investigated dorsal locations of the foot. Furthermore, again with the exception of Nurse 
and Nigg (2001) all above mentioned studies have used measurement frequencies between 
100 and 125 Hz. According to Green (1977), the effects of temperature on vibration 
sensitivity are smaller at 100 Hz compared to frequency used in the present study (200 Hz).  
 
Although temperatures at receptor level may not be the same as the induced skin 
temperatures, the present data indicate that Vater-Pacini corpuscles are influenced by 
relatively small skin temperature changes. These results contrast the findings from 
Thyagarajan and Dyck (1994), in which vibration thresholds measured over a wide range of 
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temperatures (12-38 °C) did not vary greatly compared to baseline measurements. 
Furthermore, Halonen (1986) reported only small changes in vibration thresholds of the left 
hand when measured at temperatures between 20-30 °C. The results of the present study 
suggest than 5-6 °C temperature changes inside this 20-30 °C range are able to significantly 
influence plantar vibration sensitivity and should be taken in account when measuring 
vibration data.  
 
Van Deursen et al. (1998) and Aniss et al. (1992) have shown that skin mechanoreceptors of 
the foot sole are important for the regulation of leg contact control tasks as well as for the 
stabilization of gait during the stance phase. Therefore, since small temperature changes are 
able to significantly influence plantar foot vibration thresholds, they may also play an 
important role on the coordination and fine regulation of these movements. 
 
The results of the present study confirm the hypothesis that small changes in foot sole 
temperature are able to significantly influence vibration thresholds in men and women and 
therefore should be controlled when applying quantitative sensory testing. Additionally, 
further research is required to understand the influence of foot sensitivity and foot sole 
temperature changes on the fine regulation of movements.  
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2.2 Study 2: Short-time lower leg ischemia reduces plantar foot 
sensitivity 
 
Günther Schlee, Thomas L. Milani, Thorsten Sterzing, Doris Oriwol 
Published in: Neuroscience Letters, 462:286-288, 2009 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of short-time blood flow occlusion on 
plantar foot vibration sensitivity of healthy young adults. 39 subjects (20 female; 19 male) 
participated in the study. Blood flow reduction was evoked with a pneumatic tourniquet, 
placed about 10 cm above the popliteus cavity. Vibration thresholds (200 Hz) were measured 
at three anatomical locations of the plantar foot (heel, first metatarsal head and hallux) in 
three different cuff pressure conditions: baseline (0 mmHg), low (50 mmHg) and high (150 
mmHg). Each pressure condition was held for four minutes prior to vibration threshold 
measurements. No reperfusion time was allowed between conditions. The results show a 
significant increase in vibration thresholds measured at all anatomical locations in the high 
pressure condition (150 mmHg), whereas low pressure (50 mmHg) caused a significant 
threshold increase only at the hallux, compared to baseline (0 mmHg) measurements. Short-
time blood flow occlusion seems to affect the afferent transmission of vibration stimuli from 
Vater-Pacini corpuscles, resulting in decreased plantar foot sensitivity. The present study 
provides an insight into initial adaptations caused by reduced blood flow in plantar foot 
sensitivity of healthy young adults.  
 
Key-words: vibration sensitivity; ischemia; healthy subjects; plantar foot 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Prolonged iIschemia caused by vascular diseases (e.g. diabetes mellitus with peripheral 
neuropathy and chronical lower limb ischemia) leads to a loss of sensitivity at the plantar foot 
region [1,8]. This loss is caused by the degeneration of the cutaneous mechanoreceptors 
(e.g. Vater-Pacini and Meißner corpuscles) located in the dermis as well by impaired afferent 
nerve function at the foot area [9,15,21]. Moreover, previous investigations have related 
sensory loss at the plantar foot area to motor performance impairment, especially regarding 
balance control [6,18].  
 
While there is a great number of studies examining the degenerative effects of permanently 
reduced blood flow on the function of different foot tissues [3,9], only little knowledge exists 
about the effects of a short-time blood flow reduction on plantar foot sensitivity. Furthermore, 
there is a lack of information about the consequences of ischemia on plantar foot sensitivity 
of healthy young adults, since sensory testing in this research area is usually carried out in 
elderly patients. Due to the increasing number of young adults being diagnosed with vascular 
diseases every year [14], investigating this population may provide first insight into initial 
adaptations caused by reduced blood flow in plantar foot sensitivity. Therefore, the goal of 
the present study was to investigate the effects of short-time ischemia on plantar foot 
vibration sensitivity of healthy young adults. It was hypothesized, that a reduction in blood 
flow at the plantar foot area results in decreased plantar foot vibration sensitivity.  
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 
20 female (24.1 ± 2.1 years; 170.0 ± 7.6 cm; 63.7 ± 9.9 kg) and 19 male (23.9 ± 1.9 years; 
182.8 ± 10.6cm; 75.0 ± 10.2kg) subjects with no history of polyneuropathic and vascular 
diseases participated in the study. Prior to data collection all subjects were informed about 
the aims of the study, gave their written consent and were free to withdraw from it at any 
time. All procedures conformed to the declaration of Helsinki. 
 
Testing took place in a quiet environment, with room temperature between 20 and 23 °C. 
Prior to data collection, subjects had a 10-min equilibration period in order to adjust to room 
temperature. Vibration thresholds (µm) were measured by a modified Tira Vib vibration 
exciter (model TV51075, Schalkau, Germany) [18], powered by a Voltcraft oscillator (model 
FG 506, Hirschau, Germany). A metal probe (rounded, 7.8 mm diameter) protruded through 
a hole in a metal foot rest (covered by a 1 mm thick rubber layer) conducted the vibration 
from the exciter to the foot. The tip of the probe was adjusted 2 mm higher than the level of 
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the rubber layer [17]. Vibration sensitivity was used to determine foot sensitivity because of 
its importance for balance control [1], [18] as well as due to the short-time needed to collect 
threshold data.   
 
Blood flow occlusion was evoked by using a pneumatic tourniquet, especially design for the 
upper leg, with the cuff placed about 10cm above the popliteus cavity. Vibration thresholds 
were measured in three cuff pressure conditions in the following order: 0 mmHg (baseline), 
50 mmHg (low pressure) and 150 mmHg (high pressure). 50 mmHg was chosen because 
this pressure is known to produce venous occlusion [7]. 150 mmHg was applied based on a 
pilot study as being the highest pressure value sustained by the subjects without causing 
discomfort and disturbing their concentration during the threshold measurements. Each 
pressure condition was held for 4min [2] prior to threshold measurements. No reperfusion 
time was allowed between the conditions. During the measurements, blood flow perfusion 
(Perfusion Units, PU) at the foot skin was controlled by a Perimed Doppler-laser probe 
(Periflux 5000 system, Stockholm, Sweden), placed on the medial foot area, around the 
Navicular bone. Due to the optimal response of the vibration receptors (Vater-Paccini 
corpuscles) at frequencies between 200 and 250 Hz [22], thresholds were measured at 200 
Hz at three anatomical locations of the right foot: heel, first metatarsal head (MET I) and 
hallux. These locations were chosen due to their sensitivity to foot ulcers in diabetes patients 
[1].  
 
During measurements subjects were seated with their foot placed on the metal foot rest 
around the probe. Subjects were instructed not to exert any pressure against the probe 
throughout the measurements. The vibration amplitude of the probe was increased from zero 
until it was perceived by the subjects (vibration perception threshold). Five repetitive trials 
with different rates of vibration amplitude increase were performed within one location. 
Measurement locations were randomized between and within subjects. The total time in each 
pressure condition (4 min blood flow reduction + threshold measurements) was about 7 min.  
 
The three most homogeneous measurements, identified by the coefficient of variation, were 
used for data analysis. Means and standard deviations were calculated from these trials. 
Data were tested for normal distribution with the Shapiro-Wilk test. Due to the non-
parametrical nature of the data, differences between genders in each pressure condition at 
each anatomical location were analysed with a Mann-Whitney test, with the level of 
significance of p = 0.05.  
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Differences among the mean thresholds measured at the three anatomical locations in each 
pressure condition were compared with the Friedman test. Three single comparisons were 
then performed in each blood flow condition (Heel-MET I; Heel-Hallux; MET I-Hallux) with the 
Wilcoxon test. The initial level of significance was adjusted with the Bonferroni correction 
from p = 0.05 to p= 0.05/3 = 0.016. 
 
Mean thresholds of the different pressure conditions at each anatomical location were also 
compared with the Friedman test. Three single comparisons were then performed at each 
analysed anatomical location (0-50 mmHg; 50-150 mmHg; 0-150 mmHg) with the Wilcoxon 
test. The level of significance was again adjusted with the Bonferroni correction to p = 0.016. 
No interactions between anatomical locations and pressure conditions were assumed in all 
statistical procedures. 
 
RESULTS 
 
A reduction of blood flow at the foot skin was found for women (begin of measurements: 9.1 
± 3.5PU; end of measurements: 8.1 ± 2.6 PU) and for men (begin of measurements: 6.7 ± 
4.1 PU; end of measurements: 6.0 ± 4.7 PU). No differences in vibration thresholds were 
found between genders in all measured pressure conditions at all anatomical locations 
(Table 2.3). 
 
 
Table 2.3 Vibration thresholds (µm): men vs. women 
 
Since no differences in vibration thresholds were found between genders, the effects of 
reduced blood on vibration thresholds were analysed over the whole group (n=39). The 
highest vibration thresholds were measured at the hallux in all pressure conditions. The 
thresholds at the hallux were significantly higher (p < 0.01) than at the first metatarsal head in 
the baseline (0 mmHg) and low (50 mmHg) pressure conditions. In the high pressure (150 
mmHg) condition, thresholds measured at the hallux were significantly higher than thresholds 
at the first metatarsal head (p < 0.01) and at the heel (p < 0.01) (fig. 2.3). 
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Fig. 2.3 Vibration thresholds at the analysed anatomical locations. (* p<0.01) 
 
Thresholds measured in the high pressure condition (150 mmHg) were significantly higher at 
all anatomical locations when compared to thresholds measured in the baseline (0 mmHg) 
(p<0.01) and low (50 mmHg) pressure conditions (p < 0.01) (fig. 2.4). Only thresholds 
measured at the hallux showed a significant increase when comparing measurement 
between the low pressure (50 mmHg) and baseline (0 mmHg) conditions. (p < 0.01) (fig. 2.4). 
 
Fig. 2.4 Vibration thresholds in the analysed pressure conditions. (* p<0.01) 
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DISCUSSION 
 
The aim of the present study was to investigate the effects of short-time ischemia on plantar 
foot vibration sensitivity of healthy young adults. It was hypothesized, that blood flow 
reduction at the foot area results in decreased plantar foot vibration sensitivity. Thresholds 
measured at the hallux were higher than thresholds measured at the remaining anatomical 
locations in all pressure conditions, indicating worst vibration sensitivity at this location. The 
values measured in the baseline (0 mmHg) condition confirm previous literature results [13, 
20]. Additionally, thresholds at the hallux showed a significant increase already at the 
measurements with low cuff pressure (50 mmHg). These results could be expected since the 
body extremities are the first to be affected in case of blood flow impairments. As the most 
distal point of the lower extremity, the hallux seems to be more sensible to smaller blood flow 
alterations than the remaining investigated anatomical locations.  
 
Previous investigations have showed that total blood flow occlusion (evoked with pressures 
between 200 and 220 mmHg) leads to an impairment of afferent nerve function. A 15-25 min 
total blood flow occlusion blocks the activity of muscular group I afferents, significantly 
reducing the short-latency component of the soleus reflex [10]. Moreover, the refractoriness 
of cutaneous afferents of the index finger is significantly increased after 13 min of total blood 
flow occlusion [11,12]. Despite the shorter occlusion time and lower cuff pressures used in 
this study, the present results indicate that a reduction in blood flow evoked with a pressure 
of 150 mmHg is sufficient to impair the transmission vibratory stimuli perceived by Vater-
Pacini corpuscles. 
 
This impairment may be caused by a partially blocked afferent impulse transmission as well 
as by functional alterations in the mechanoreceptor. Vater-Pacini corpuscles are 
encapsulated mechanoreceptors, receiving blood supply from the surrounding skin 
capillaries through their outer core and external capsule [4]. Therefore, a 4-min reduction of 
the cutaneous blood flow at the foot does not completely damage the structure of the 
corpuscles, but may directly influence their function.  
 
The effects of the loss of afferent information on the somatosensory cortex have been 
reported in several studies. Short-time diafferentiation has been showed to cause a 
modulation of the motor cortex, increasing motor evoked potentials directed to muscles 
located proximal to the blocked nerve and decreasing evoked potentials to muscles located 
distal to the blocked nerve [5], [23]. Furthermore, the reduced afferent input from the 
cutaneous mechanoreceptors at the foot caused by chronicle vascular diseases has been 
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related to impairments in motor performance, especially considering the control of static and 
dynamic balance [6], [16], [19]. Thus, the loss of plantar sensitivity due to short-time blood 
flow reduction showed in the present study may consequently affect balance control of 
healthy young adults and should be further investigated.  
 
In conclusion, the present results confirm the hypothesis that a reduction in blood flow results 
in decreased foot sensitivity of healthy young adults and provide an insight on the first 
changes/adaptation on foot sensitivity caused by blood flow reduction at the foot area. 
Further research is needed to investigate the potential effects of this reduced sensitivity on 
motor performance of healthy subjects. 
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2.3 Study 3: Effects of footwear on plantar foot sensitivity – a study 
with Formula 1 shoes 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The aim of this study was to investigate the influence of Formula 1 footwear on the ability of 
the plantar foot to detect vibration stimuli. 25 male subjects participated in the study. Five 
foot/shoe conditions were analysed (barefoot and four shoe conditions). Vibration thresholds 
were measured at three anatomical locations of the plantar foot (heel, first metatarsal head 
and hallux) at two frequencies (30 and 200 Hz). The results show a frequency-dependent 
influence of footwear on foot sensitivity. The comparison between barefoot and shod 
conditions showed lower thresholds (P < 0.01) for the barefoot condition at 30Hz, whereas 
lower thresholds (P < 0.01) were found for all shoe conditions at 200Hz compared to 
barefoot. Lower thresholds (P < 0.01) were measured at 200Hz in comparison to 30Hz in all 
experimental conditions. The shoe outsole material seems to facilitate the transmission of 
high-frequent vibration stimuli to the skin, resulting in better vibration sensitivity at 200 Hz 
when wearing Formula 1 shoes compared to barefoot. 
 
Keywords: foot sensitivity, frequency, barefoot, footwear, sports.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The sensory function of the human foot allows the perception of different external mechanical 
stimuli. Through cutaneous mechanoreceptors located in the dermis, the foot is able to 
recognize touch pressure and vibration stimuli, which provide important feedback information 
that is used for the fine coordination of movements. Foot vibration sensitivity of healthy 
subjects decreases with age (Hilz 1998; Inglis et al. 2002; Prätorius and Milani 2004), is 
improved at the plantar compared to the dorsal foot area (Sterzing, Uttendorfer and Hennig 
2006) and does not differ between males and females at the plantar foot (Hilz et al. 1998; 
Meh and Denišlič 1995). Additionally, clinical studies have shown that polyneuropathic 
deseases, e. g. Diabetes and Parkinson’s desease, have negative effects on vibration 
sensitivity of the plantar foot (Dyck et al. 1987; Prätorius, Kimmeskamp and Milani 2003). 
Furthermore, in order to investigate the response of different mechanoreceptors, foot 
vibration sensitivity is commonly tested at low (20-30Hz, Meissner corpuscles) and high 
(200-250 Hz, Vater-Pacini corpuscles) frequency ranges (Verrilo 1985; Johansson and 
Valbo, 1983; Johansson, 1978). 
 
Furthermore, previous investigations showed that foot sensitivity is important for the 
regulation and control of human gait and posture (Nurse and Nigg 2001), especially for rapid 
response mechanisms to unpredicted posture perturbations (Perry, McIlroy and Maki 2000). 
Moreover, as the foot usually contacts a specific surface during sports practice, sensory 
information from the foot mechanoreceptors may influence sports performance. In a 
comparison of barefoot and shod sport activities, Schlee et al. (2007) showed that gymnasts 
have better vibration sensitivity than volleyball players. They concluded that technical 
demands of the sport as well as footwear usage during practice and competition influence 
the vibration sensitivity of athletes. The effects of footwear on foot sensitivity are not fully 
understood yet, since most of the studies involving sensory testing are performed with 
barefoot subjects (Bartlett et al. 1998; Perry 2006). 
 
Formula 1 drivers require footwear to provide “pedal feeling” in order to enhance driving 
performance, This may be achieved by enhancing touch pressure sensitivity while reducing 
the transmission of high frequency vibration to the plantar foot area. Van Deursen et al. 
(1998) have shown that cutaneous mechanoreceptors of the plantar foot are fundamental for 
the accurate coordination of contact-control tasks of the leg, which are similar to pedal 
movements during Formula 1 driving. Thus, an understanding of the interaction of foot and 
footwear regarding foot sensitivity may be important to improve performance not only in 
Formula 1, but also in sports which require fine and rapid movement control of the foot-ankle 
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complex. Therefore, the objective of this study was to investigate the influence of Formula 1 
footwear on the ability of the plantar foot to detect vibration stimuli. It was hypothesized that 
Formula 1 footwear is able to attenuate these vibration stimuli, partially reducing their 
transmission to the foot sole. 
 
METHODS 
 
Subjects 
 
25 male subjects with no Formula 1 driving experience participated in the study (age: 24.8 
years, SD 2.6 years; height: 173.7 cm, SD 3.3 cm; weight: 69.5 kg, SD 7.1 kg). Prior to data 
collection all subjects were informed about the aims of the study, gave their written consent 
and were free to withdraw from it at any time. All procedures conformed to the Declaration of 
Helsinki. 
 
Foot/shoe conditions 
 
Five foot/shoe conditions were examined: Barefoot (BF), Shoe 1 (S1), and Shoe 2 with three 
carbon insoles differing in hardness (S2a: soft, S2b: middle, S2c: hard). Shoe 1 had a 
common Formula 1 rubber outsole, while Shoe 2 had a decoupled rubber outsole of forefoot 
and rearfoot. Due to fireproof safety standards demanded by the Fédération Internationale 
de l'Automobile, the bootlegs of both shoes were composed of Nomex® (see Fig. 2.5). 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.5 Shoe conditions 
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Procedures 
 
Prior to data collection, subjects had a 10 min equilibration period in order to adjust to room 
temperature. Vibration thresholds (µm) were measured by usage of a Tira Vib vibration 
exciter, model TV51075 (Schalkau, Germany), powered by a Voltcraft oscillator, model FG 
506 (Hirschau, Germany). A metal probe (rounded, 7,8 mm diameter) protruded through a 
hole in a metal foot rest transmitted the vibration stimulus from the exciter to the foot. 
Thresholds were measured at 30 Hz and 200 Hz at three anatomical locations of the right 
foot: heel, first metatarsal head (MET I) and hallux. Vibration sensitivity was measured at 
30Hz because this frequency is appropriate to stimulate the Meissner corpuscles (Prätorius 
and Milani 2004; Johansson, 1978). Furthermore, measurements were performed at 200 Hz 
to simulate the high vibration frequencies found at the pedals during Formula 1 driving (500-
600 Hz) as good as possible. Due to limitations of the used vibration exciter, frequencies 
higher than 200 Hz could not be applied. 
 
The order of foot structures and frequencies was randomized for data collection. Each foot 
structure was first measured at each frequency before another structure was measured, 
according to the protocol of Inglis et al. (2002). 
 
During measurements subjects were seated with their foot placed on a metal foot rest around 
the metal probe. Subjects were instructed not to exert any pressure against the metal probe 
throughout the measurements. The vibration amplitude of the probe was increased from zero 
until it was perceived by the subjects (vibration perception threshold). Five repetitive 
measurement trials were performed at each anatomical location. The rate of vibration 
amplitude increase was different in each measurement trial. Subjects had rest period of 3 
min between the measurements in each shoe/barefoot condition.  
 
Knee angle (90 °) was controlled during the measurements. For shod measurements, the 
height of the metal probe was adjusted to contact the shoe sole for each measured location. 
The locations were marked on the foot/shoe sole whereas their position on the vibration 
exciter was controlled by a camera system.   
 
Data analysis 
 
For data analysis the three most homogeneous measurements, identified by the coefficient 
of variation, were used. Means and standard deviations were calculated from these trials. 
Overall mean thresholds were calculated for the four shoe conditions for each anatomical 
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location across all subjects. Student’s paired t-test was used to compare the vibration 
thresholds of both frequencies. A repeated measures ANOVA was used to compare the 
vibration thresholds between the shoe/foot conditions at the same frequency and to compare 
the thresholds of the individual anatomical locations. The level of significance was set to P < 
0.05 for all statistical analysis.  
 
RESULTS 
 
The results indicate influences of measurement frequency as well as foot/shoe condition on 
vibration thresholds (see table 2.4). 
 
 Heel MET I Hallux 
Frequency 
(Hz) 
30 200 30 200 30 200 
BF 8.5 (2.6) 6.7 (6.1) 7.7 (4.8) 3.4 (2.9) 8.0 (4.0) 5.7 (5.7) 
1 29.8 (22.2) 2.6 (2.0) 18.1 (13.2) 2.2 (1.8) 24.7 (13.6) 3.3 (2.8) 
2a 23.4 (15.0) 3.0 (2.2) 12.2 (8.8) 1.7 (1.2) 17.3 (10.7) 2.8 (2.2) 
2b 26.9 (15.2) 3.7 (2.9) 13.7 (8.3) 2.3 (1.3) 27.4 (21.0) 3.7 (2.4) 
2c 24.2 (13.8) 3.4 (2.7) 15.8 (11.7) 1.8 (1.3) 23.2 (13.2) 2.7 (2.2) 
 
Table 2.4 Vibration thresholds (µm) of all analysed conditions: mean (SD) 
 
Figure 2.6 compares the barefoot measurements to the shod measurements at each 
frequency. Results show significantly lower thresholds in the barefoot condition compared to 
all shoe conditions at 30 Hz (P < 0.01). In contrast to this, measurements at 200 Hz show 
significantly lower threshold values in all shod conditions compared to the barefoot condition 
(P < 0.01).  
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Fig. 2.6 Vibration thresholds: Barefoot vs. Shod (** P < 0.01). Values are means of all 
anatomical locations. Shod values are means of the four shoe conditions 
 
Overall mean threshold values at 30 Hz and 200 Hz for the five foot/shoe conditions are 
presented in Fig. 2.7. Results show that thresholds measured at 200 Hz are significantly 
lower than thresholds measured at 30 Hz in all foot/shoe conditions (P < 0.01) at all 
anatomical locations. There were no systematic differences among the four shoe conditions. 
 
Fig. 2.7 Vibration thresholds: frequency comparison (** P < 0.01). Values are means of all 
anatomical locations 
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The comparison among the three anatomical locations in the barefoot condition at 30 Hz 
showed no significant differences, whereas significantly lower thresholds (P < 0.01) were 
found at the first metatarsal head compared to heel and hallux in all shoe conditions at this 
frequency (see Fig. 2.8). Results of the measurements at 200 Hz showed significantly lower 
thresholds at the first metatarsal head compared to heel and hallux for barefoot and shod 
measurements (P < 0.01) (see Fig. 2.9).  
 
Fig. 2.8 Vibration thresholds at 30 Hz (** P < 0.01). Shod values are means of the four shoe 
conditions 
 
Fig. 2.9 Vibration thresholds at 200 Hz (**P < 0.01). Shod values are means of the four shoe 
conditions  
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The individual results of the subjects are representative of the mean results reported for the 
group for all analysed variables.  
 
DISCUSSION 
 
This study aimed to investigate the influence of Formula 1 footwear on the ability of the 
plantar foot to detect vibration stimuli. It was hypothesized that Formula 1 footwear is able to 
damp the vibration stimuli, partially reducing their transmission to the foot sole. In contrast to 
the results found at 30 Hz, plantar foot vibration sensitivity in shod conditions was better than 
barefoot sensitivity at 200 Hz, indicating a frequency-related influence of footwear on 
vibration sensitivity. This may be explained by the mechanical properties of outsole 
materials. The high frequency vibration potentially affects the damping properties of the 
outsole, which responds to the vibration as a hard body, transmitting the high-frequent stimuli 
more easily to the skin. These effects are not observed for low-frequent stimuli. As a result, 
low-frequent vibration is partially damped by the outsole material instead of being transmitted 
by it.  
 
The results of the frequency analysis indicate better sensitivity at 200 Hz compared to 30 Hz 
in all analysed foot/shoe conditions. Considering the barefoot measurements, the results 
confirm previous literature findings (Inglis et al. 2002; Nurse and Nigg 1999). According to 
Verillo (1985), Vater-Pacini corpuscles are more sensitive to frequencies close to 250 Hz, 
which explains the better vibration sensitivity at higher frequencies. Moreover, the fact that 
lower thresholds were also measured at 200 Hz in all shoe conditions indicates that the shoe 
material between the mechanoreceptors and the source of vibration does not alter the 
physiological barefoot sensitivity pattern. 
 
The comparison among the measured anatomical locations shows frequency-related results 
for the barefoot condition. The results of the barefoot measurements at 30 Hz confirm 
previous studies from Nurse and Nigg (1999) and Prätorius and Milani (2004), who found no 
significant differences among the analysed anatomical locations at this frequency. The 
differences found for the barefoot condition at 200 Hz also confirm results (Nurse and Nigg, 
1999), where the authors found significantly lower thresholds under the first metatarsal head 
in comparison with heel and hallux at higher measuring frequencies (125 Hz). Additionally, 
Inglis et al. (2002) found lower thresholds at the medial ball area in comparison to other foot 
locations at 200 Hz. The use of higher measuring frequencies seems to be more adequate to 
identify differences in sensitivity among different anatomical location during barefoot 
measurements.  
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Significantly lower thresholds were found at the first metatarsal head in all shoe conditions at 
each measured frequency. This may be explained by the construction properties of the 
shoes, since there is less material in the ball area compared to the rearfoot. This decreases 
the distance between the metal probe and the foot sole and thus increases the vibration 
sensitivity at the ball area. 
 
The results indicate that the effects of Formula 1 footwear on plantar foot vibration sensitivity 
are frequency-dependent. The shoe sole material seems to damp low-frequency stimuli and 
to transfer high-frequency stimuli into the skin, partially confirming the hypothesis that 
Formula-1 footwear is able to attenuate the vibration transmitted to the foot. Considering that 
Formula 1 drivers require footwear to provide “pedal-feeling” by reducing high frequency 
vibrations, the present results lead to the assumption that further research is necessary in 
order to optimize the outsole footwear material to the specific drivers/sport demands. 
Furthermore, these footwear effects should also be investigated over other frequency 
ranges, especially higher than 200 Hz, to closer simulate the vibration frequencies found at 
the pedals during actual driving. Further studies are also needed to understand the 
interaction of foot and footwear with regard to foot sensitivity as well as the importance of 
foot sensitivity for sports performance in general. 
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Session 3 
 
3.1 Discussion  
 
This chapter aims to complement the discussion of the results of the three studies presented 
in session two. While the studies were discussed individually in the publications, they will be 
combined in this chapter. The first part of the chapter summarises the main hypotheses and 
results of the three publications. Following, the three individual studies will be linked in a 
combined discussion, focusing the clinical as well as the movement-related relevance of the 
results. Finally, this chapter is closed with the conclusion of the present thesis as well as the 
perspectives for future work on this topic. 
 
3.1.1 Summary of the hypothesis/results of the single studies 
 
The goal of this thesis was to investigate the effects of foot skin temperature, blood flow at 
the foot area and footwear on plantar foot vibration sensitivity. Three separate studies were 
performed to individually analyse each factor, with following hypotheses and main results: 
  
- H1: Decreasing foot sole temperature results in reduced plantar foot vibration sensitivity, 
whereas increasing foot sole temperature results in increased vibration sensitivity of the 
plantar foot; 
 
The results found in the study “Foot sole skin temperature affects plantar foot sensitivity” 
confirm H1. The results of the first study show that a 5-6 °C increase of foot sole skin 
temperature cause a significant increase in foot sensitivity, while a 5-6 °C decrease in foot 
sole temperature causes a significant reduction in plantar foot vibration sensitivity.   
 
- H2: A reduction in blood flow at the plantar foot area results in decreased plantar foot 
vibration sensitivity; 
 
The second hypothesis was confirmed in the second study, “Short-time ischemia reduces 
plantar foot sensitivity”. The results of the second study show that a 4 min blood flow 
reduction evoked with a pressure of 150 mmHg significantly reduces plantar foot vibration 
sensitivity at all measured anatomical locations, whereas a pressure of 50 mmHg 
significantly reduced plantar foot sensitivity at the Hallux. 
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- H3: Footwear is able to attenuate vibration stimuli, partially reducing their transmission to 
the foot sole. Therefore, vibration sensitivity is reduced when wearing footwear 
compared to barefoot sensitivity. 
 
The results of the third and final study partially confirm H3. The third study showed that the 
effects of Formula 1 footwear on foot sensitivity are frequency-dependent. At lower vibration 
frequencies (30 Hz), the outsole material damp the vibration transmitted to the foot sole, 
while at higher frequencies (200 Hz) this transmission is amplified. As a result, at 200 Hz foot 
sensitivity is better when wearing shoes than barefoot sensitivity.  
 
3.1.2 Combined discussion of the results 
 
Although foot skin temperature, blood flow at the foot area and footwear were analysed 
separately in the publications, they often appear together and may influence each other, as 
shown in fig. 3.1.  
 
 
Fig. 3.1 Combination of individual factors and their influence on foot sensitivity 
 
 
Fig 3.1 shows the interaction between the variables individually analysed in this thesis, 
considering foot skin temperature and blood flow as factors which can influence each other 
as well as be influenced by footwear usage. The interaction between the three factors will be 
following discussed considering their clinical as well as movement-related implications. 
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Clinical relevance 
 
The clinical assessment of foot sensitivity using quantitative sensory testing remains an 
interesting and challenging field. Despite the broad range of literature investigating the 
function of the foot’s cutaneous mechanoreceptors and how this function is influenced by 
different factors, there are still many questions to be answer regarding the clinical application 
of quantitative sensory testing. One of the major problems in the assessment of sensory data 
is the lack of methodological standardization, especially regarding foot vibration sensitivity 
tests. This problem becomes evident in the discussion session of the first study, “Foot sole 
skin temperature affects plantar foot sensitivity”. Although the results of the first study should 
be expected, since they confirm the findings of early histological research (Inman and 
Peruzzi, 1958; Sato and Ozeki, 1963), several clinical investigations on the effects of skin 
temperature on foot sensitivity have shown different and (mostly) controversial results 
(Halonen, 1986; Gerr and Letz, 1994; Meh and Denišlič, 1995). By looking at the data 
collection procedures of the different studies, there is a great variation in the vibration 
frequency used to measure vibration sensitivity, ranging from 10 to 250 Hz (Nurse and Nigg, 
2001). Vibration frequency is one of the basic factors to be controlled during the assessment 
of foot sensitivity, in order to guarantee the relevance and comparability of the measured 
data. Since the mechanoreceptors respond optimally in specific frequency ranges (e. g. 200-
250 Hz for the Vater-Pacini corpuscles), it is very difficult to compare sensory data between 
studies if they use different vibration frequencies for data collection. Although the 
International Organisation for Standardisation recommends sensitivity measurements of 
Vater-Pacini using a frequency of 125 Hz (ISO 13091-1), this value is far from their optimal 
response spectrum. Therefore, the frequency values used during the collection of sensory 
data should be standardized based on the functional properties of the receptors to be tested.   
 
This thesis shows significant influences of three distinct parameters on plantar foot 
sensitivity, providing important information that should be considered in the daily clinical 
practice. Although this may increase workload and the total time during clinical 
investigations, the control of these variables is fundamental to guarantee relevant and 
comparable data. This is particularly important to analyse the effectiveness of specific 
treatments as well as to compare the foot sensitivity from different patients. The results of the 
first and second study show that foot skin temperature and blood flow at the foot area 
significantly influence plantar foot sensitivity. Regarding the control of skin temperature 
during quantitative sensory testing, according to the recommendations of the ISO 13091-1, 
vibration thresholds should be measured at a skin temperature range of 27-36 °C. The 
results of the first study show that 5-6 °C temperature fluctuations inside this range 
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significantly influence vibration sensitivity thresholds, thus suggesting a more rigorous control 
of temperature fluctuations during sensory measurements. Furthermore, the reciprocal 
influence between the regulation of skin temperature and cutaneous blood flow has been 
shown by several investigations (Zager, 1991; Wissler, 2008; Vuksanović et al., 2008). The 
relationship between both variables is especially linear at a temperature range between 25-
32 °C, which is a foot temperature range commonly seen during the application of 
quantitative sensory testing. Therefore, due to their physiological interdependence, skin 
temperature and blood flow could be controlled simultaneously during foot sensitivity 
measurements.  
 
The most challenging application of the results presented in this thesis is the integration of 
footwear into the assessment of foot sensitivity, according to the results presented in the 
third study. The first step would likely be to keep track of the shoe history of the subjects, 
collecting relevant information about daily footwear usage (e.g. what kind of footwear is worn 
for what kind of activity, how oft footwear is worn during the day), that could be use a 
complement to analyse the results from foot sensitivity measurements. The second and most 
difficult step would be to develop a standardized “shod sensitivity test”, able to measure the 
foot sensitivity of the subjects when wearing shoes. This test could be based on the 
procedures presented in the third study of this thesis, complemented by an adequate method 
to control in-shoe temperature as well as blood flow at the foot during data collection. 
 
Movement-related relevance 
 
Several factors present during movement performance, are likely to produce alterations in 
foot temperature and blood flow similar to the ones evoked in the first and second study, e.g. 
different room temperatures, quasi-static body positions, footwear and movement itself. 
Cruickshank et al., 2007 have shown that running with specific footwear may raise foot 
temperature to peak values close to 42 °C. Furthermore, swelling of the lower extremities 
due to problems in the venous return has been reported in healthy subjects during long time 
standing, sitting and lying (Seo et al., 1996; Chester et al., 2002; Man et al., 2004) as well as 
after walking and running (Guyton and Hall, 2000; McWorther et al., 2003;). According to 
Santos et al. (2003), a reduction of the cutaneous blood flow at the plantar foot area may be 
evoked even by the pressures applied by footwear during walking. As shown in the results of 
the first and second study, these small changes in the regulation of foot skin temperature and 
cutaneous blood flow are likely to influence the transmission of afferent input from the foot 
sole.  
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The importance of afferent input for the regulation of lower leg movements has been shown 
by many authors in the past years. Nurse and Nigg (1999) and Eils et al. (2003) have shown 
that a reduction of afferent input from the foot sole through extreme skin cooling (foot 
temperatures lower than 10 °C) results in changes in plantar pressure distribution and EMG 
characteristics of the gait, leading to a more cautious gait pattern. Aniss et al. (1992) have 
stated that afferent input from the foot is very important for the motor output regulation during 
the stance phase of the gait. Furthermore, in a study comparing Diabetes patients with and 
without neuropathy van Deursen et al. (1998) have shown that the subjects with reduced foot 
sensitivity have less accuracy when performing contact-control tasks of the leg. Although the 
above mentioned studies present strong evidence of the importance of afferent input motor 
performance, the alterations in foot sensitivity were evoked either under extreme conditions 
or by analysing patients with loss of plantar foot sensitivity. Therefore, it remains to be 
answered whether the small temperature and blood flow fluctuations evoked in the first and 
second study are also able to influence the motor output during the performance of different 
movements. Studies in the literature already indicate that a reduction of blood flow as a result 
of small blood flow impairments like a short-time venous occlusion may cause a reduction of 
the cutaneous blood flow, thus accelerating the fatigue of the lower extremities as well as 
reducing the magnitude of the contraction of the triceps surae (Cole and Brown, 2001). 
Furthermore, South and Geroge (2007) have shown that small blood flow fluctuations may 
also impair ankle proprioception. The knowledge of the effects of small foot temperature and 
cutaneous blood flow alterations on foot sensitivity may provide valuable information about 
the motor adaptation capacity of the leg, related to short-time changes in the afferent input 
from the feet’s cutaneous mechanoreceptors.  
 
Although the influence of footwear on plantar foot sensitivity is still little documented, due to 
its placement between the plantar foot skin and the source of mechanical stimulation, a direct 
effect of footwear on foot sensitivity can be expected. The literature shows indirect 
indications of the relation between footwear and foot sensitivity, especially regarding 
subject’s perception when wearing footwear. Robbins et al. (1995) have shown that 
perception of surface slope is reduced by footwear usage, compared to barefoot perception. 
Milani et al. (1997) have shown that runners are able to perceive changes in the cushioning 
characteristics of running shoes and adapt their running style according to them. Since the 
perception of shoe characteristics is directly related with the foot sensitivity of the subjects 
(Mündermann et al., 2001), the data found in the literature indirectly suggest that the function 
of the feet’s cutaneous mechanoreceptors is influenced by footwear. The direct effects of 
footwear on foot vibration sensitivity were shown in the third study of this thesis, as well as by 
Sterzing et al. (2008), where the authors use a similar study design as in the third study, 
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comparing dorsal foot vibration sensitivity measured barefoot with thresholds measured 
wearing different soccer shoes. Although the results show no differences among the different 
shoe models, barefoot vibration sensitivity was better than shod vibration sensitivity, 
indicating that soccer footwear offers a protection to the dorsal foot area, but also reduces its 
sensitivity. Comparing the results of the study by Sterzing et al. (2008) with the results of the 
third study, it becomes clear that influence of footwear on foot sensitivity must be analysed in 
a wide context that involves the material properties of the shoes as well as its functional 
aspects. Especially regarding sports footwear, the technical characteristics of the sport and 
their relation to foot sensitivity should be carefully considered: whereas foot sensitivity is very 
important for Formula 1 driving, it may be more important for soccer players to protect the 
foot against repetitive impact with the ball to avoid pain and consequently improve their 
performance.  
 
Therefore, identifying the importance of foot sensitivity for the performance of different 
movements may be the first step for further movement-related research on foot sensitivity. 
Moreover, considering the interaction of the variables analysed in this thesis shown in fig. 
3.1, the second step would be to measure whether foot sensitivity is influenced by 
movement-related changes in foot skin temperature and blood flow control, integrating this 
information in the development process of functional footwear. A good example of this 
integration can be seen in the development of therapeutic footwear. One of the goals of 
footwear especially designed for Diabetes Mellitus is to increase the perceived comfort of the 
patients, by trying to work against the main symptoms of the disease in the lower extremities. 
The impairment of the function of the cutaneous mechanoreceptors, caused by the vascular 
complications in the lower limb develop throughout the disease, is one of these symptoms 
and leads to a loss of foot sensitivity at the plantar foot area. The loss of foot sensitivity 
comprises also the temperature and pain sensitive receptors, resulting in impairments of the 
thermoregulation as well as in the sensation of pain in the feet, leading to ulcerations in 
specific plantar foot areas (e.g. the ball area). Figure 3.2 shows an example of a shoe 
developed to treat these symptoms by increasing the blood flow at the foot area (Lindsey and 
Baker, 2007). Shortly described, the shoe is able to stimulate the plantar foot skin using short 
burst of air at specific locations of the insole. The bursts are sent by a pneumatic device 
attached to the hell cap. The invention is based on the theoretical background about the 
relation between blood flow impairments and the formation of ulcers in the diabetic foot 
discussed above. An enhanced blood flow regulation in the feet would prevent subtle 
temperature fluctuations and hence decrease the risk of ulcer formation.  
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Fig. 3.2 Inovative therapeutic footwear for Diabetes patients (Lindsey and Baker, 2007) 
 
While the interaction between shoe and physiological demands is normal in the development 
of therapeutic footwear, the same is not always true when considering the development of 
sports footwear. Despite the broad literature relating foot sensitivity to motor output during 
movement performance, the foot sensitivity demands of different sports remain little 
investigated. Motor sports can be taken as an example, more specifically Formula 1. 
According to information from the drivers, Formula 1 has high demands on foot sensitivity, 
whereby “pedal feeling” is very important for the driving performance. Formula 1 driving is 
also accompanied by high physiological demands with regards to body thermoregulation and 
blood flow, especially ate the lower extremities. In-shoe peak temperature and humidity 
values are close to 40 °C and 100 %, respectively. These poor in-shoe climate conditions, 
together with the quasi-static position hold by the drivers for almost two hours are potential 
factors to cause lower leg venous occlusion during driving and consequently impair the foot 
sensitivity of the drivers. Although the physiological load on the drivers is known, this 
information is not consequently used in the development of functional Formula 1 footwear. 
To consider the physiological demands of a given sport in the development of functional 
footwear may help to enhance the athlete’s performance by. This improvement may be 
directly related to specific movement techniques and also to an improvement in the comfort 
perceived by the subjects.  
 
3.1.2 Conclusion and future perspectives 
 
The main goal of this thesis was to investigate the effects of foot temperature, blood flow at 
the foot area and footwear on plantar foot vibration sensitivity. Each variable was 
investigated separately in a single publication. In conclusion, the results show that the three 
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analysed variables significantly influence the vibration sensitivity of the plantar foot, providing 
new information about the influence of external factors on the function of the feet’s cutaneous 
mechanoreceptors.  
The analysis of the reciprocal interaction among the three factors leaves interesting 
perspectives for future research, regarding clinical as well as movement-related implications.  
 
- Further research should focus on the standardization of the clinical assessment of foot 
sensitivity, including the control of the three variables analysed in this thesis.  
 
- The influence of the analysed variables on motor output during movement should also 
be investigated in further studies. Regarding the combined effects of the three variables, 
especial attention should be given to the foot sensitivity demands of movement 
performance (ranging from balance control to sport related movements), integrating 
them in the development process of functional footwear. 
 
While the standardization of the clinical assessment of foot sensitivity leads to the collection 
of relevant and comparable data, the understanding of the foot sensitivity demands of 
different movements may help to improve sport performance as well as general quality of life.  
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